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BEVERLY HILLIER'S 21st had been quite a party. The new editor had to 1
remember not to drink lil(e that. David Hepworth, for it was he, rose gingerly
into an upright position and, pausing only to retrieve the Paul Weller feature
from the comatose figure of the newly recruited Mark Ellen, eased his
throbbing head in the general direction of the bathroom. With half a bottle of
aspirm inside his protesting body, he braced himself to look at the colour
posters of Duran Duran and The Polecats and, having searched in vain for a
brightness control, then proceeded to give Hazel O'Connor a brisk rub-down
with a damp cloth. The feature, that Is— it having had a close encounter with a
stray trifle. What a mess. Red Starr had been face down in the same bowl of
punch for twelve hours now and somebody had had to throw a bucket of water
over Bev and Geoffrey Deane but at least the Public Image feature wes safe
amid the best china where he had thoughtfully hidden it. Ooops — there went a
dinner platel Mum would be cross but never mind. Must remember The Cure
competition, he muttered, stumbling towards the front door and the light of day.
Outside, The Cockney Rejects were waiting . . .
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DROWNING
on Go-Feet Records

Compromise around the corner
Can you hear accountants call?
Could you refuse another dollar?

Could you stop yourself from falling?

So in between the sleepless nights
You dream that you are winning fights
But then it happens, dreadful thing
A wave appears too big to swim rhU,

You're drowning, you're drowning

Buy a beach before next summer
How do you feel in the mornings?

If the light's an awful bother
I could always close the curtains

Just close your eyes and count to t

See if you still remember when
Your life seemed easy, you had frien
But that was different, that was then

You're drowning, you're drowning
Round and round and round (drowning)

In a frenzy now (drowning)

You want fe go in a de ocean, ah so me say
I saw you drowning in slow motion, and now mt learn

Far too late to make a commotion
Too late fe you to show easy motion

That's why you go down to the bottom
Say you can't reach the top
Get stuck down the bottom.
Say you can't reach the top

Ah two days later, say they find you pon the rocks
Say ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, bad luck eh so

Tell yourself until you're certain
When you hear accountants call

You'll buy a beach before next summer ,'•!

Swim away and leave it all r,

So underwater deaf and blind
Under such pressures you might find

A secret right before the end
That makes you want to breathe again

You're drowning, drowning
Round and round and round you're drowning

In a frenzy now (drowning)
Drowning

Round and round and round (drowning) i

Drowning
Round and round and round you're drowninj

Words and music by The Beat
Reproduced by permission Zomba Music/Beat Bros. Ltd.

the consent of the copyright holders.
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WHAT KATY DID NEXT
HAZEL WAS on the phone when I

arrived. "I'll only be a minute,"
she says. "Park yourself in the
sitting room."

I spent the next quarter of an
hour exarrilning the comfortably
shabby flat, the stuffed Pierrot on
the window ledge, the tiny record
collection, the Hazel O'Connor
promotional clock, the hard back
copy of "A Better Sex Life". As an
apartment it wouldn't win any
design awards but it has the
lived-in look.

She eventually rolled into the
room. "Sorry about that; that was
an interview with an Irish

magazine and it was only meant to

take ten minutes but you know
how those Irish can go on." I

hesitated to mention that, from
what I'd heard of the
conversation, the interviewer
didn't seem to have got more than
five words in.

She looked at me carefully.

"I get letters saying, 'Did you change your name to Hazel
O'Connor for stage work? Is your name really Kate?' They

won't even let you keep your name in peace."
Hazel leaves Breaking Glass behind.

Pete Silverton reports. Pictures by Virginia Turbett.

"You've put on some weight,
chuck— you're getting all fat

around the face." The one thing I

don't expect girl singers in West
Hampstead flats to call me is

"chuck". But Miss O'Connor is so
doggedly down to earth that it

sometimes borders on the
ludicrous.

Her spare time passion is going
for walks on Hampstead Heath so
we take advantage of the fine

weather and head for the wide
open spaces, Hazel in her fifteen

year old Volkswagen, your
reporter's car attempting to stay
on her tail as she executes a
number of unannounced lefts and
rights.

The walk across the Heath is

brisk. She strides with purpose,
despite her elfin black bootees.
On the way she tells me about
herself, her friends, the stage
door Johnnies and old film fans
that the success of "Breaking
Class" has brought her into

contact with.

"Little men in raincoats, all

scrunched up, asking for my
autograph. When I lived with
Kenny (then the Banshees
drummer), I used to think that it

was really horrible when Siouxsie
used to refuse to give autographs
but now I'm beginning to

understand. But that's not as bad
as the people who want to touch
you ... or, like the other night
when I came home and there
were these three skinheads
walking away from where I lived

and I wondered if they were Hazel
O'Connor fans or if they
were ..."

She rarely finishes off her
sentences. She tails off as soon as

the meaning is grasped, flitting on
to another subject. But she's not
as self obsessed as most non-stop
talkers. She asks questions and
listens to your replies. She'll say
whatever comes into her head but
manages to avoid supposedly
profound statements. Perhaps she
just enjoys chatting for its own
sake or maybe she's just nervous.

THERE ARE two halves to the Hazel
O'Connor Story. Pre "Breaking
Glass" she was just one of a host
of girl singers hustling on the
fringes of the music business;
since "Breaking Glass" she's
become A Star (of sorts) with her
name in the gossip columns and
her face firmly in the public eye.

"I got the star treatment at the
Cannes Film Festival last year.

Enough to last me a lifetime. I

didn't enjoy it— that was the
problem. I might have enjoyed It If

it'd come in fits and spurts

because anybody can enjoy
something sometimes.

"I might enjoy it when people
come up and ask for your
autograph and they're polite and
you're polite back and it's a very
cordial affair because it doesn't
happen very often. But in Cannes
it was happening everywhere, any
time you walked in any street.

Because I set myself up. And I'd

been set up."
Shortly after the film was

released Hazel began touring with
her own band, Megahype, trying
hard to make it in a way that

strongly echoed the plot of the
movie. The irony wasn't lost on

Hazel who is aware just how much
her own identity has become
blurred with the character of Kate.

She didn't mind the producers
of the film modelling Kate on her
own personality and appearance
but it did lead to problems in the
end. "By the time it finished

they'd used what I was so much
that people didn't believe that that

was what I was anymore. I even
get letters saying 'Did you change
your name to Hazel O'Connor for

stage work? Is your name really

Kate?' They won't even let you
keep your name in peace.

"It wai very much like the film

started to take over in everybody's
watching of me. It was like they
wanted me to trip over or see me
cry . . . because numan beings are

basically very cruel it well.

"Coa, it was horrible

sometimes. I mean, Cannes was
the worst. That was the pinnacle
of it all."

In an effort to put Kate firm^
behind her she ha* wulMd i

the peroxide, hoping the Imag
will go the way of the dye. It's only

just starting to work. Although her
first solo single proper, "Time",
failed to chart, the album it was
taken from, "Soni And Lovers",
has chalked up a respectable

, ,,

50,000 sales and the runaway ^i&
success of "D-Daya", Hanri w*
comment on the decadence she
sees around her, It bound to give

it a further booat.
"How I came to write that song

was I got invited down lo Teenage
Legend 1960 latl year at the club.

Legends. It wasn't the tort of thing
I'd normally be Invited to. It was
only because of the film. And on
came these young boys dancing in

satin shorts and ever^mie was
looking at them. It wat very
strange, it wat like thli second
hand sex, watching other people
do it for you in a veiy voyeurittic

way. And I think that't one of the
reactions that people have when
times are hard like they are now,
like it was in Germany before the
war."
The album Itself was originally

meant to be divided into two
entirely separate sides, each with

a distinct tneme, but her record
company reprogrammed it all.

The proposed first side, including

"D-Days", was inspired by things

that have happened to her while
the second was to be made up of

love songs. It's a subject which
Hazel's well acquainted with.

Names of former loves regularly.,

come up in her conversation. Iw
official press biography is moiHyfa
tale of "and then I fell in love with
him and we went there and than
he left me and then I fell in k>vt
with ..." I ask whether the
makes a habit of falling head <

heels in this fashion.

Coflilnuvd ovtri
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FULL NAME: Hazel Thereasa
O'Connor.
BORN: Coventry, 16/5/55.

EDUCATED: Wyken Croft Infants

8t Foxford Comprehensive,
Coventry. Leamington Spa Art
College.

FIRST CRUSH: The boy next
door.
FIRST RECORD PURCHASED:
"Everlasting Love" by The Love
Affair.

FIRST UVE SHOW ATTENDED:
The Rolling Stones.
PREVIOUS JOBS: Dancer,
seamstress, farmer,
gilder/painter.

PREVIOUS BANDS; Hazel
O'Connor & Boys & Gary Tibbs
(1978). Hazel & Unknowns (1979).

MARITAL STATUS: Divorced, but
not what you'd ever call married
eitherl

PRESENT HOME: London.
LOWEST POINT OF CAREER:
New Year 1979.

PROUDEST ACHIEVEMENT:
Giving Tony Visconti and David
Bowie haircuts and getting my
dog Sam through his eighteenth
birthday.

FAVOURITE FANTASY: Being
locked in a Viennese Whirl with
Midge Ure.

HERO/HEROINE: Jack
Nicholson/Paula Yates.
DESERT ISLAND DISC: "Rock
And Roll Suicide" by David
Bowie.
FAVOURITE BOOK:
"Slaughterhouse Five" by Kurt
VonnegutJr.
FAVOURITE FILMS: "Don't Look
Now" and "Satyricon".
FAVOURITE TV PROGRAMME:
"Star Trek".
FAVOURITE ITEM OF CLOTHING:
Old black coat from Kensington
Market.
FAVOURITE BREAKFAST FOOD:
Yoghurt.

PET HATE: Middle Class Rebels
who try to shape the tastes of the
Working Class.

TRUE CONFESSION: Me and
Steve Strange once went to nick
a black leather jacket for me. It

was a long time ago and of
course we decided not to.

THE BIGGEST MISTAKE I EVER
MADE: Being honest.

COLOUR OF SOCKS: White.

'
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From previous page

"I do. All the time. I'm in love
now with somebody."
Anyone we know?
She dissolves into girlish

giggles. "Yeah, probably."
She tries to create a diversion by

feeding cake to a wandering
Alsatian.

"I couldn't bear telling you who
because you'd print it and then
everybody would laugh at me.
They always do anyway. Nobody
takes me seriously so I'm not
going to let my one little fantasy
slip."

Is this mysterious person in love
with you?

"I doubt it." More giggles. "He
doesn't even know. I've only seen
him once in the last three years.
I've just got a crush . . . stop it,

ask me something else now."

FUTURE FILM plans seem like

safer ground. She's auditioned for
distinguished director Lindsay
Anderson but the part wasn't
right. Apart from that, she has no
concrete plans. She's currently
collaborating with a showbiz
writer on her "autobiography".
Although this will tell the story

of her rise to fame, she reckons
that she won't be able to set down
all the details of her past life for
another twenty years . A lot of the
things she did in her footloose
days, she says, would cause
problems for other people were
they to be described in print.

'"I've smuggled, I've done all

sorts of weird stuff . But if you start

elaborating on it you bring people
',n and you could get them into

lots of trouble. And I wouldn't like

that . . . and they probably
wouldn't like that either."

It might make people take her a
bit more seriously. Not that she
cares much.
"You say I'm profoundly unhip.

I know I am. It's just funny

because all those people that

really want to be hip, that are 'hip'

... I mean, where do all these
New Romantics come from? As far

as I can see the starting point was
those Bowie discos and I know
that David Bowie likes me, that he
took the bother to come and see
me do a gig, that he follows my
career sort of quietly from the
background.
"And that means I'm flattered. I

respect him, he's one of my
favourite people, as an artist. So I

don't really mind if I'm unhip to

lots of people because it doesn't
matter. . .they just know what
they're told really.

"One day it will become
apparent one way or another
whether I was meant to be a

singer or an actress or just a

spokeswoman. And /dun t even
know that yet. So I guMi I'll just
tinker around.

"'And I'm happy that sDme
people like mc.''

We go our ioparata ways.
"Goodbye, chock."

C/)uclc. Really. I can't ihmkof
anyone else I'd IM call «" ' hjck.

Haze, with Smash Hits reader Ann Cornthwaite, bacteUg
"

UuiCMtpr.
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All offers subject to availability.



•ULTRAVOX-
SLOW-MOTION

ISLAND RECORDS

NO REPLY
I'M TRYING HARD TO SOMEHOW FRAME A REPLY

PICTURES, I'VE GOT PICTURES, AND I RUN THEM IN MY HEAD
WHEN I CANT SLEEP AT NIGHT

LOOKING OUT AT THE WHITE WORLD AND THE MOON
I FEEL A SOFT EXCHANGE TAKING PLACE

MERGING WITH THE PEOPLE ON THE FRAMES
BLURRING MY FACE, AND CONVERSATION

SLOW MOTION
SLOW MOTION

HUSH CAN YOU FEEL THE TREE SO FAR AWAY
HUSH CAN YOU FEEL THE BREEZE OF ANOTHER DAY

WHEN WE HELD EACH OTHER CLOSE IN THE NIGHT
WHILE WE WHEELED AWAY IN OUR OWN LIGHT

STEPPING SIDEWAYS INTO OUR OWN TIME
SUCH A SIMPLE WAY

SLOW MOTION
SLOW MOTION

AND WE HELD EACH OTHER CLOSE IN THE NIGHT
WHILE WE WHEELED AWAY IN OUR OWN LIGHT

AND SOME OF US FOUND ANOTHER TIME
AND DRIFTED AWAY

SLOW MOTION
SLOW MOTION

WORDS AND MUSIC BY ULTRAVOX
REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION ISLAND MUSIC LtD.

PIC: ADRIAN BOOT
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By Department S on RCA Records

The night is young
The mood is mcUuw

And there's music in my ears

Say, is Vic there?

I hear ringing in the air

So I answer the phone
A voice comes over clear

Say, is Vic there?

Oh

The night Is young
The mood is mellow

And there's music in my cars

Say. is Vic there?

I hear ringing in the air

So I answer the phone
A voice comes over clear

Say, is Vic there?

The night is young
The muixl is mellow

And there's music in my cars

iello, this is a recorded message,

r n.imc ami 'ii"' ''

thcti l.^.-lk 1 !

Repeat to fade

e/Herbage

\fusic I 'it

Ptimary
By The Cure on Fiction Records
The innocence of sleeping children dressed in white

And slowly dreaming stops all time

Slow my steps and start to blur

So many years have filled my heart

I never thought I'd say those words

Further we go and older we grow
The more we know the less we show
Further we go and older we grow
The more we know the less we show

The very first time I saw your face

I thought of a song and quickly changed the tunc

The very first time I touched your skin

I thought of a story and rushed to reach the end too soon

Oh remember, oh please don't change

So the fool came thirteen years a shining ring

And how I could forget your name
The air no longer in my throat

Another perfect lie is choked
But it always feels the same

So they close together dressed in red and yellow

Innocent forever sleeping children

In their blue soft rooms still dream

Further we go and older we grow
The more we know the less we show
Further we go and older we grow
The more we know the less we show

Words and music by Smith/TolhursL'Gallup

Reproduced by permission APB Music Company Ltd.

liCD
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BEATING
TIME
THE BEAT are back on the road in

May to mark the release of their

second album which is as yet
untitled. Starting out at Cardiff's

Sophia Gardens on May 2nd they
continue with dates at Bristol

Locarno (3), Nottingham Rock
City (4), Leicester De Montfort
Hall (7), Aylesbury Friars (9),

Hanley Victoria Hall (11),

Birmingham Locarno (12/13),

Lancaster University (15), Leeds
University (16), Glasgow Tiffanys

(17), Edinburgh Tiffanys (18),

Manchester Apollo (21 ),

Liverpool Royal Court Theatre
(22), Wolverhampton Civic Hall

(24), Gloucester Leisure Centre
(25), Portsmouth Guildhall (26)

and London Rainbow (31).

Various support bands,
including The Mood Elevators
(new signing to Go-Feet),
Nervous Kind and The Au Pairs,

will be opening the show.

THE NEW Echo And The
3unnymen release, an E.P.

Containing four live tracks with a

|otal running time of almost 30
* linutes, is also being released as

I special cassette. The second
Junnymen album is already
pompleted and will be ret§i§edm ,

'flay.

BURNS'
NIGHT
JOINING A seemingly endless
stream of

musicians-turned-actors. Stiff

Little Fingers' Jake Burns has just

completed his first "speaking
part" for BBC TV.
Jake's debut attempt to be

Ireland's answer to Robert De
Niro can be seen in a Play For

Today entitled "Iris In The Traffic,

Ruby In The Rain", though the
screening date has yet to be
fixed. The rest of the band will

also appear— "silent" roles only
— and SLF's music comprises
some of the soundtrack.

Their spring tour kicks off in

their native Belfast on April 21,

the date originally scheduled for

Dublin's TV Club but cancelled

due to newly imposed fire

regulations.

SHAKY
GROUND
"THIS OLE House" may have
been a huge hit in 1954 but
Shakin' Stevens heard it for the
first time last Christmas.
"A pal of mine in L.A. and I

were having lunch," he explains,

"and he has an incredible record
collection. He invited me along to

his place to hear some records
and that's how I heard 'This Ole
House'. What's really amazing is

that nobody thought to cover it

before."

And so, after a decade of hard
graft, Welsh-born Shakin'
Stevens finds himself at the top
of the charts, running ahead of
such rockabilly revivalists as The
Polecats, Stray Cats and
Matchbox.

"I prefer to dig up obscure
original songs from the 50s,"

BUSINESS AS USUAL
AFTER MONTHS of uncertainty
The Undertones have finally

settled on a new record
company. EMI will release all

future Undertones music on the
band's own Ardeck label (we're
reliably informed that Ardeck
means nothing at all to a

non-Undertone).
A new album, entitled

"Positive Touch", Is already in

the can and will be released on
May 4th, preceded on April 24th
by a 45 called "It's Going To
Happen". This will be backed
with a tune called "Fairly In The
Money Now" which apparently
dates from the days when The
'Tones traded under the name of
Tommy Tate And The Torpedoes.
(Fascinating stuff, eh?)

But enough of this tittle-tattle.

It's the tour dates you want. The
following centres of population
will be Undertoned on the

says Shaky. "There's no point in

doing a classic like Elvis's 'Don't
Be Cruel' or things by Jerry Lee
Lewis or Eddie Cochran. There's
no way you can stand up to the
original version and it alienates

people, but to rearrange
something in a new way or
reintroduce a lost song, then
people of all ages enjoy it."

Based in Surrey, Shakin' will be
packing his blue suede shoes in

May for a national tour. Opening
at the Birmingham Odeon (May
13), the May dates so far

confirmed are Liverpool Empire
(14), Corby Festival Theatre (15),

Warrington Parr Hall (17),

Chelmsford Odeon (18), Chatham
Central Hall (19), Portsmouth
Guildhall (20), Bournemouth
Winter Gardens (22), Brighton
Dome (23), Gt. Yarmouth ABC
(24), Derby Assembly Rooms
(25), Edinburgh Usher Hall (27),

Aberdeen Capitol (28), Newcastle
City Hall (30) and Glasgow
Pavilion (31). June dates to follow
later.

appropriate days.

Glasgow Apollo (April 25th),

Edinburgh Playhouse (26),

Newcastle City Hall (27),

Middlesbrough Town Hall (28),

Manchester Apollo (30), Bradford
St Georges Hall (May 1), Leeds
University (2), Leicester De
Montford (4), Derby Assembly
Hall (5), Birmingham Odeon (7),

Blackburn King Georges Hall (8),

Nottingham Rock City (9),

Liverpool Empire (9), Sheffield

Top Rank (11), Hemel Hempstead
Pavilion (19), Brighton Top Rank
(20), London Rainbow (21).

Aylesbury Friars (23),

Hammersmith Palais (24),

Norwich University (25), Ipswich
Gaumont (26), Coventry Tiffanys

(28), Cambridge Corn Exchange
(29), Swindon Oasis (30) and
Reading Top Rank (31). June
dates will appear In the next

"I'm glad the British charts are

so varied," he continues. "It's

healthy to see so many different

kinds of music. Disco was so
boring. It's great to see so many
bands putting across the basics
of music again. Music got to a

point where people took It too
seriously and made out like it was
only one colour. Music comes in

many colours. It's entertainment.
Sure, you should respect music,
but that doesn't mean you can't

have fun with it."

Robin Katz



FULL NAME: Graham Bonnet.

BORN: Skegness, Lines.

EDUCATED: A little, in Skegness.
HIGH SPOT OF EDUCATION:
Learning about water-boatmen.
FIRST CRUSH: Orange.
PREVIOUS JOBS: Butcher,

waiter.

PREVIOUS BANDS: Southern
Comfort, Rainbow, Marbles.

MARITAL STATUS: Single.

CHILDREN: None.
PRESENT HOME: Los Angeles.

LOWEST POINT OF CAREER:
None.
PROUDEST PERSONAL
ACHIEVEMENT: The "Only One
Woman" single in 1969 with The
Marbles.
HERO: Me.
DESERT ISLAND DISC: "Surf's

Up" — Beach Boys.
FAVOURITE TV PROGRAMME:
Have yet to see an interesting

programme.
FAVOURITE FILM: "West Side

Story".

FAVOURITE FANTASY: To be
happy always.
TRUE CONFESSION: I love doing
absolutely nothing at all.

FAVOURITE CLOTHES: Nude.
FAVOURITE BREAKFAST FOOD:
Don't eat breakfast.

PET HATE: My dog hates

everything.

AMBITION: To be successful.

y

HEAVY
MONSTER
SOUND
A HEADLINING act has at last

been finalised for this year's

Castle Donnlngton Monsters Of
Rock Festival on August 22. It's to

be AC/DC, the occasion being

their only European appearance
this year.

The remaining Monsters on the

bill have yet to be announced but

those wishing to book early

should send £8.50 per ticket

enclosing an SAE to Wooltare
Limited, PO Box 123, Walsall,

W554QO.
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BUZZCOCKS
BOW OUT
SO FAREWELL then, Buzzcocks.

It's by no means a secret by now
that the band have split. Sad this

may be; surprising it certainly

isn't. Rumours of a division in the

ranks have been creeping

southwards for a year or more.

Seeds of confusion were officially

sown by Pete Shelley last May
when he announced he was more
deeply involved in solo music

and film projects than in the

collective force of the Buzzcocks.

Since then, ties have been
further severed. None of the

band, it seems, felt they could

continue within the limitations

the group had come to impose.

John Maher is currently

drumming with the Invisible Girls

in Sweden, Steve Diggle

composing, Paddy Garvey
"working on his own projects"

(one of which was an application

for the job of bass Ant—
rejected) and Shelley has been
writing music with the aid of a

computer.

0p $\
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off'herrare Sharon Burn and

RossettaWoolf, two PGl.ce fans

who faW siege tasting's door forTHEYS
RIGHT
I BET you thought we were never going to let you in on the solution

to our recent spate of "Eyes Right" competitionettes. Well, we
hadn't forgotten, so there.

The first pair of mystery eyes (issue Feb 5) belonged to Sheena

Easton, a fact which was spotted by the following folks each of

whom win an autographed Sheena single: John Walker, Leeds; F.

E. Connell, Birmingham; Mandy Harris, Dursley; Nick Williams,

Maidenhead; Lis Crawford, Scunthorpe; Barry Hilton, Polegate;

Clare Moxon, Pontefract; Helen Dinsmore, Stranraer; J. R. Tidbury,

Stanford-le-Hope; Martin Rliodes, Mapperly.

The second "Eyes Right" (Feb 19) featured Martin Kemp of

Spandau Ballet and copies of their 45 are winging their way to:

Karen Ashworth, Poulton-Le-Fylde; Lorna King, Stirchley; Paul

Curtis, Norwich; Sarali Shrubb, Thetford; Katina James, Easton;

Barry Hilton, Polegate; Timothy Rowland, Sheffield; Val Tucker.

Broxbourne; Tracey Bibnell, St Leonards-on-sea; Susanna Ostell,

Oldham.
And finally here are the names of the folks who spotted Lene

Lovich peeping out of the "Eyes Right" column on March 5th; Mary

Elliot, Paisley; R. Langley, Stockport; John Stephenson, Durham;

Jennifer Bendeiow, Hull; Liane Curtis, Brassington; Paul Minton,

Hornchurch; Paul Baker, Reading; Sara Riley, Westdene; Judith

Hunt, Warrington; Kathleen Brooks, Alsager.

BOWIE
BY THE BOOK
JUST BEFORE you get
completely swamped by New
Romantics, scarves and eye-liner,

forget not, humble reader, who it

was that first started the whole
shebang.
Omnibus Press certainly

haven't forgotten. Their "David
Bowie Black Book" is out this

week. In return for your £5.95,

you get a brisk, informative,

no-nonsense text spanning his

career from the moddy days of
'63 right up to "Scary Monsters"
The snaps— part glossy colour,

part moody black & White—
inform you of exactly how Davie

Jones and The King Bees brought

forth Ziggy, the Thin White Duke
and even the dapper figure of '76

in the Brylcreem and cricket

flannels who bears an uncanny
likeness to Jobbo Skid. Or is it the

other way round . . .?

so long that they eventuauv got

invited in. It turned outthmhe

nair of them were budding

^Ltrators and the results of the,

collaboration with Sting are

ANEWChord.BS^.een;ecru.tea

i„,neshapeofK.p.a
3^,,^

Vibrator. H«/fP'^oned it had all

^rded^Ststoundlast

Chords are.c"7S
w
^^.^^ ,,»,

towards a ive sen ._^g,e

the May ^e'«^*®

DRAMATIS— that's the Gary
Numan band to you and me—
have signed a long-term

worldwide deal with Elton John's

Rocket Records. The band
continue as a four-piece after

Gary's last stand at Wembley in

April, and consist of Russell Bell,

Denis Haines, Cedric Sharpley

and Chris Payne who was
part-responsible for penning the

Visage hit "Fade To Grey".

SCOniSH EDI PR IN "I QUIT" RIDDLE!

WELL THERE'S Soul/Jazz and
lazz/Funk, so there's no eartii

reason why there shouldn't be a

oul/Jazz/Funk festival, nowj
there?
To be precise, K's the very I

Morthem/Mldland and Scottish'^

National Soul/Jazz/Funk festival

ind it's to tie held in Leads at the

S,000 capacity Queen's Hall on
lipril 20th. Under the lights will

la Hi Tension, Shakatak, Index

nd "16 of the North's Top Mafia

locks". What more do youwa

PAUL WELLER'S publishing

company Riot Stories have just

released a fanzine called

"December Child". Put together

by Paul himself, it is intended to

deal with all kinds of youth
culture and this issue contains

stories, graphics, snippets on
books, authors and artists, plus

all kinds of interesting and varied

short pieces. A worthy venture

and available for 50p (including

postage) from Riot Stories at

45/53 Sinclair Road, London
W14.

IAN CRANNA, lead pencil with

the Smash Hits Creative Combo
for the last two, heady years, has

shocked the publishing world by
announcing his plans to go solo.

"I'd like to stress that the split

has been entirely amicable," said

Mr Cranna last week in a

statement from his Scottish

retreat on the shores of Loch
Twallat. "There is no personal

animosity between myself and
the rest of the editorial team
(except for the designerwho I'd

like to staple to a cake stand)."

Ian apparently feels that his

creative drives can no longer be
contained in a group framework
and feels the need to branch out

into new and challenging areas.

such as video, musical comedy
and jumping up and down on
bits of string a lot.

During his two years at the

helm, Ian has corrected 1852
punctuation errors, lost his green

Pentei three times a day on
average and written the word
Squeeze on 627,891 occasions.

Mr Cranna's last act before

leaving was to handover the
coffee money and editorial

aspirins to David Hepworth.
Although he has many plans to

pursue, Cranna will continue to

contribute articles and reviews

to the pages of your favourite

magazine, despite the presence

in the Features Editor's chair of

the Readers' Choice, Mark Ellen.

ON THE
RHODES AGAIN
THE CLASH (above) have just

shocked the Western World by

reuniting with their former

manager, Bernie Rhodes. Bernie

— lest we forget— has had

various managerial pacts with

the likes of The Specials, Dexys

and Vic Goddard, and having

brought The Clash to the brink of

popularity (well, to '78 anyway),

received thanks in the form of a

sacking.

Rhodes says he's "back

managing the unmanageable".

The Clash aren't saying much at

all.

Meanwhile a new single, a

re-mixed version of "Magnificent

Seven"/"Magnificent Dance" hit

the racks on April 10.

THE MEMBERS end a lengthy
pause in their recording career

with the single "Working Girl".

It's released by Albion on May
1st.

ALL TIME TOP TElH

Jim Kerr (Simple Minds)

1

.

VELVET UNDERGROUND:
Waiting For The Man (MGM).
Music from the original Factory

by Lou Reed—America's

premierjournalist.
2. IKE 8i TINATURNER: Nutbush
City Limits (UA). Best ever

melting pot where synthesiser

shows its soul in solo.

3. END: Needles In The Camel's

Eye (EG). Not many pieces could

live up to the promise of such i

title— beautiful and sad.

4. MAGAZINE: The Light Pours

Out Of Me (Virgin). Where
Howard the insect and true star

climbs on producer John Leckie't

marble wall— best song of the

last three years.

5. T. REX: Get It On (Fly). For the

saxophone and the cloak full of

ego.

6. NEU: Neu 2 LP (UA). Sheer
feelings, clear sounds, new
musical realities for me. Take it t^

the hard hinterland.

7. PETER GABRIEL: The Intruder

(Charisma). The darker side of

Gabriel that maybe does exist.

Look into his eyes and you'll see
what I mean.

8. JOY DIVISION: Love Will Tear

Us Apart (Factory). The most
uplifting single in a long-long

time. It floats around me.
9. IGGY POP 8i DAVID BOWIE:
The Idiot (RCA). Bass, drums,
refrigerator and striplight

combine— the offspring is

"Baby, baby, I like your pants."

10. TALKING HEADS: Don't

Worry About The Government
(Sire). The building is over there

A mixture ofgreatness and
overpowering admiration for

Tina Weymouth. Unworkable and
uncontrollable. m
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CONTINUING OUR FOUR PART SERIES ON THE INDIVIDUAL
MEMBERS OF THE JAM, MARK ELLEN CHEWS THE FAT WITH
MODEST PAUL WELLER AND DISCUSSES PUNK ROCK, CONCEPT
ALBUMS, COPING WITH FAME AND SHOPPING AT TESCO
MORE FOLLOWS IN THE NEXT ISSUE.

PAUL(part 1)
QUIET BUT attentive, Paul Waller

sits by an open window in a back

room of The Jam's London office.

He's decided against doing the

interview at his home because, he
says, with all the infringements on
his privacy that success has brought,

he needs somewhere that is "mine
alone."

For someone who's renowned for

keeping himself to himself, he
seems wary but unusually talkative.

Questions are approached with the

same caution as the toasted cheese

sandwich on the table in front of

him. Delivered by his girlfriend Jill,

it's carefully examined and then left

untouched for the length of our
90-minute chat.

Like several others of his status—
notably Sting— Paul lists The
Beatles and The Sex Pistols as his

two biggest influences. The Beatles

first sparked an interest in music,

the Pistols overhauled his attitudes.

"I've always been a Beatles fan,"

he admits. "Since I was about eight

or nine. I was pretty choked when
John Lennon died. I thought a lot of

his ideas were misplaced, maybe,
but his intentions were always

good."
Along with his feDow Jam

members, Paul cared little for the

available rock music when he was a

young teenager at Sheerwater
School in Woking. The re-emergence

of Slade, Sweet and Gary Glitter in

1981 may appear now as light relief,

but to the 13-year old Weller, whose
only alternative was Heavy Rock,
they presented a pretty dismal

picture. He didn't, he admits, see

any bands till he was IS, and the

first of those was Status Quo.
"I never used to like

contemporary bands like Slade. I

detested them. That last Pretenders

single, 'Message Of Love', reminds
me of the whole Glam Rock period.

The whole '60s thing with the Rolls

and the mansions and all that was
still lingering on in the 70s. It was
just the same with Glam Rock; it

was all about being flashy.

"Bands were simply

manufactured and started out on
that level of 'stardom'. It's

incredible now to think of the

amount of success that Gary Glitter

achieved for someone fat and
middle-aged."

In '71 , Paul was dividing his time

between riding a scooter, being a

'suede-head', going to the flicks

every Sunday ("a ritual"), and a

fringe involvement in the local Soul
Clubs. 'Suede-heads' were a

short-lived movement combining
skinhead and mod ideals, so called

on account of their severe

half-inch-all-over trim.

"I got involved with that

movement because of the clothes

really," he recalls.

"Crombies, Sta-Prest, Ben
Shermans and stuff. It didn't have
any bearing on the music or

anything 'cause at the time I used to

detest the music in clubs anyway.
"It was only years later that I got

into Rocksteady and Motown and
all that stuff. The guys I used to

hang around with were into that

whole Northern Club thing but the

only reason we hung around
together was because we all had
scooters.

THE ORIGINAL Jam line-up came
into being when Paul was 14:

another case of knowing three

chords and never looking back.

"When we first started— it was
really just me and this other guy
who's now got a music shop in

Woking (Steve Brooks)— the main
thing we wanted to do was become
rich and successful. There was no
musical movement that had the

same ideals as Punk at the time,

nothing that had dismissed that way
of thinking.

"However clich^d this may
sound, it's true. It was Punk that

changed my ideas a lot. Well . . .

totally. I realised that the music was
more important.

"A lot of bands these days are

talking about destroying rock'n'roll.

If that's the aspect of rock'n'roll

they're talking about then I agree

with them 'cause it does need
destroying. It's totally negative and
it's got nothing to do with the

music."

Has he any sympathy with bands
who claim to be destroying the

"structure" of rock'n'roll?

"I don't know really. As far as

we're concerned, our playing is

orthodox— but I don't see it as

'traditional' rock'n'roll structure

'cause our influences come from so

many different places.

"Regardless of whether or not it

shows in the music, my favourite

form of music is still soul."

Has Paul's position as a

songwriter taken on any more
significance with the band's current

success?

"I think music itself has become
more important than just

entertainment. I don't think there's

any other medium for young people

that's as important or as direct as

music. That's why I think music's

got to become more responsible

now, because it has more
responsibility put upon it anyway."

So how much has his approach to

lyric-writing altered since the early

days?

"Prior to 'In The City'," he says,

"I didn't put much thought at all

into the lyrics. I never really used to

worry about them, they were just

words. But a lot of my attitudes

have changed now. Like on 'Setting

Sons', most of the songs are pretty

bleak— so at the end of it, it's Uke
. . . what's the next stage from
here?"

"I've been accused of sitting on
the fence with my lyrics which, in

retrospect, I think is true. Also, I've

been a bit pessimistic. On "Sound
Affects" I've definitely tried to get

away from all that."

THERE WAS a time, he says, when
such criticisms really affected him
deeply. But as he points out, it's

only the ego that suffers, and it

doesn't take long to shake that off.

"For about a day and a half you
might walk round in a daze because
someone's said something very
personal about you or whatever.

But if you believe what you're doing
is right, then it doesn't really matter,

does it?"

There must have been occasions

when a lot of adverse criticism at

once made him question whether he
really was right.

"If I'd really started doubting
that," he says simply, "I'd have
given up. I constantly review what

I'm doing, and what the band is

doing, anyway. I think I'd take

more notice if a kid wrote me a

letter than if someone slagged me
off in the papers."

Have there been times when he's

taken his fans' advice?

"Oh yeah. I remember when we'd
said in the Press that we were
thinking of turning 'Setting Sons'

into a concept LP and we had quite

a few letters saying, like 'that's the

worst thing you could do 'cause it's

like Jethro Tull 1969'. So we
thought. . . well, they're right!"

But just because Jethro Tull used

to do it, that doesn't necessarily

make it wrong.

"No," agrees Paul, "but it is

outdated. There's no point in

getting into concept LPs anymore.
It's not important. You can make a

variety of statements in, say, 12

three-minute songs anyway, without

getting into 'operas'. 'Tommy', for

instance, might have seemed very

different when it was released, but I

don't think it says as much as 'My
Generation' does. That's why I like

singles. I think LPs are pretty boring

in general."

How does he regard LPs then? As
just a collection of potential singles?

"I don't know really. LPs are

something you have to do at some
point in time. The only trouble is

that people tend to view your

'artistic achievements' through LPs
rather than singles. There's a lot of

importance returning to singles, and
that suits me fine."

Surely there's a lot of space on
LPs which— like B-sides— could

be used to more experimental

effect. Isn't it an advantage to be
able to record a song now and again

without having to worry whether it

sells or not?

"Yes, you can experiment more. I

think we've done some great B-sides

actually. The trouble is that we've
come to a stage now where people

think 'another Jam album' and
that's it. Maybe our albums are

losing a sense of importance. Maybe
that's just inevitable after so many
records.

"The thing about 'Sound Affects'

was that we really wanted to break

away from our old sound. I don't

Continued over page
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From previous page

know if we've really succeeded in

doing that on record. The songs are

much better live.

"Then again," he smiles, "maybe
you get trapped into thinking like

that. Maybe you get in a rut, 'cause

you're trying to be so different you
forget what you're doing in the first

place."

The Clash's "Sandinista" seems
to be a prime example of this pitfall.

Paul agrees. "It's pointless to try

and diversify as much as possible.

It's not a question of sticking to a

safe formula, just sticking to what
you intended to do in the first

place."

And what's that?

"To be direct and simple," he
says without hesitation.

I ask which songs he's been the

most proud of and he lists all the

singles from "Tube Station" to

"Going Underground", and most of

the songs on "Sound Affects". Are
there any he's embarrassed by, or

wishes he'd never released?

"It's too late to be embarrassed
by them now but yeah, a couple of

things. Sometimes I think, 'maybe I

shouldn't have done that' but it's

good in a way 'cause it gives you
something to look back on and you
notice your mistakes. Things like

'Girl On The Phone' . . . which is

crap. It's just nothing." He shakes

his head.

"It's just boring. I kind of view it

16

as a waste of time. An idea that

could have been used to more
positive ends."

FINALLY THERE'S the delicate

question of how Paul's adapted to

The Jam's gradual but now
consistent focus in the public eye.

Regular press, TV and video

appearances have ensured that he's

"stopped going to Tesco's now;
fewer people recognise me in the

corner shop."

Is he afraid of losing his private

life altogether?

"I don't know about private life."

He considers the question. "That
makes it sound as though my other
life is an alter ego or something. I

don't know how success affects me,
it's hard to say. I don't think it

affects me in an egotistical way.
Whenever I say that, people think
I'm being complacent about things,

taking too much in my stride, but
I'm not. Actually," he adds, "I find

fame unnerving, embarrassing" —
which reveals about as much of Paul
Weller as his modesty will allow.

Does he feel cut off now from the
early days of The Jam? Are they
beginning to feel distant?

"Not really. Not distant.

Obviously I feel a bit cut off from
them, but it's difficult to say

anything about those memories as

you don't know how much of it is

your real feelings at the time and
how much is nostalgia.

"Some of my best memories,
though, are those early club days,

when we first played the 100 Club
and The Marquee. Everything
seemed to be happening then.

There really was a whole
movement. Tliere's a little bit

missing these days," he adds a little

wistfully.

It must have been a temptation in

those early days to fall into the sort

of character role that the press were]

trying to construct for every Punk
contender. Weller was the

'arrogant, stroppy type with a chip

on his shoulder about everything'.

But it's obvious why he didn't try

and live up to that.

"Well, it's not totally me, is it?

It's pointless trying to become an
image anyway."

I REMIND him of the time in '78

when he said he wasn't interested in

looking round New York City

because he'd "read it all in the

history books already". Did he
mean it or was that just the

'arrogant' image talking?

"A bit of both really." He smiles

at the memory. "I was different

then. I was a 19-year-old arrogant
and cocky little bastard. I've

changed a bit since then!"

In the next i.s.vkc of Smash Hits—
Paul Wfllcr icitk.\ about books,
politics, class warfare, ecology . . .

and Bill.- Kids and nuclear bombs
(not all in ihc same breath).
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SKATEAWAY
By Dire Straits on Vertigo Records

I seen a girl on a one way corridor

Stealing down a wrong way street

For all the world like a urban toreador
She had wheels on, on her feet

Well the cars do the usual dances
Same old cruise and the kerbside crawl
But the roller girl she's taking chances

Just love to see her take them all

Chorus
No fear alone at night

She's sailing through the crowd
In her ears the phones are tight

And the music's playing loud

Hallelujah, here she comes Queen Rollerball

Enchante, what can I say, don't care at all

You know she used to have to wait around
She used to be the lonely one

But now that she can skate around town
She's the only, only one

Repeat chorus

She gets rock 'n' roll and a rock'n' roll station

And a rock'n' roll dream
She's making movies on location

She don't know what it means
And the music make her wanna be the story

And the story was whatever was the song, what it was
Roller girl don't worry

D. J. play the movies all night long, all night long

She tortures taxi drivers just for fun
She like to read their lips

Says toro toro taxi see ya tomorrow my son
I swear she let a big truck graze her hip

She got her own world in the city yeah
You can't intrude on her no (no no)

She got her own world in the city

The city's been so rude to her

Repeat chorus

She gets rock 'n' roll and a rock 'n' station

And a rock 'n' roll dream
She's making movies on location

She don't know what it means
But the music make her wanna be the story

And the story was whatever was the song, what it was
Roller girl don't worry

D.J. play the movies all night long, all night long

Slippin' and a slidin'

Yeah life's a rollerball

Slippin' and a slidin'

Skateaway that's all

Shala shalay hey, hey skateaway
Now shala shalay hey

She's singing shala shalay hey

Words and music by Mark Knopfler
Reproduced by permission Rondor Music {London)

Ltd./Straixjacket Songs Ltd.

GOOD THING GOING
By Sugar Minott on RCA Records

Ooh see that girl
She does something to my chemistry

And when I'm close I'm sure
She raise my temperature "bout three degrees

Everyday, everycSay
In every way she makes my motor purr
And ! reciprocate, my life ( dedicati*

To loving her

For we v« got a good thing gomg
A real good thing going
Yes that girl and me

And I don't have to ask
I knew that it's gonna last eternally
(Nuw let m«t«ll you what tMHfim}

Understanding we're never handing in the alibis
For you know, what you do, where you've been

So what's the use, in telling lies
For we've got a good thing going

A real good thing going
Yes tf,3t girl and me

W«'ve got it good
So let's get it on
Let's get it on

Let'sgetitongiri

So we've got a good thing going
A real good thing going
Yes that girl and me

And I don't have to ask
I know that it's gonna last eternally

Yeah babe we've got it

We've got it good
We ve got it good
So let's get it on

So we've got a good thing going
A real good thing going
Ves that girl and me

And I don't have to ask
! know that it's gonna last eternally

Yes we've got a good thing going
A real good thing going
Yes that girl and me

~

Words and music by The Corporation
Reproduced by permission Jobete Music iUK) L td
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By Red Starr

singles

Apart from their new Accessory mentioned
opposite, Pop:Aural have two new singles on
release. First up is "Candyskin" by The Fire

Engines which neatly combines a memorable
pop tune with the band's natural rhythm and
spiky guitar while remaining pleasingly
uncontrived and energetic. Also featured is a
very strange sound like a cross between
bagpipes and an exotic Far Eastern instrument
but is actually a string quartet, fact fans. The

WHILE MANY people talk loudly about doing
something "new", very few of them actually
get anyvvhere near cresting something more
than a slight variation on a very old theme. A
tip of the hat then to the brains behind
Pop: Aural whose second package in their
Accessory series really is something different.

Unlikely as it may sound, "At Home!"
features pub entertainer Mr, Frank Hannaway
improvising a series of untitled melodic
selections based around standards like

"Tulips From Amsterdam" on his ancient
Farfisa organ and rhythm unit while Boots For
Dancing's Michael Barclay adds guitar
overdubs— a different music if not actually in

another kitchen then probably just down the
hall.

You probably think this sounds tike a new
low in weirdness rather than a new
dimension in music, but really the contrast
between the synthetic organ plus artificial

rhythms on one hand and the emotive
contributions of the electric guitar on the
other works brilliantly.

According to Pop:Aural, it's intended
mainly as backgrund music but, like its Fire

Engines predecessor, it more than stands up
on its own. Personally I think it's an act of

genius, and it will be enjoyed by anyone with
an open mind. At £1 .99, how can you resist?
(Contact: SA£ to Fast Product, 3/4 East Norton
Place, Edinburgh 7.)

c Hann,
MiZZZTayf '^'"' '"''"'-'''r (probably not

'B' side Is "Meat Whiplash", another uptempo
beaty dance number with more fine jangly
guitar and vaguely Beefheart vocals. Good
record.

The second release is "Love To Meet You"
by Restricted Code, a fast scratchy funk
number with a neat hook coupled with
"Monkey Monkey Monkey", another modern
funk outing with matching scrawny guitar.
Both are good songs and well executed
though overshadowed by a rather
undisciplined quavery vocal that detracts from
memorability. A fine single nonetheless.

(Contact for Pop:Aural: SAE to 3/4 East
Norton Place, Edinburgh 7.)

The "Faction" single from the Liverpool
collective of the same name which has just

appeared on the Inevitable label is in fact a
new version from the one that featured on the
fine EEP mentioned last time, this being a kind
of tribal tap dance on overdrive with some
suitably manic piano at the end. The 'B' side
is a hypnotic new slow song "You're Wrong
Again" with a haunting chorus vaguely
reminiscent of "Hong Kong Garden". Another
good single from a good label. (Contact: SAE
to 4 Rutland Avenue, Liverpool 17.)

"All Systems Go" is the overall title of the
new single from Poison Girls on Crass
Records. With a little help from Crass
themselves, they've laid down two lengthy
tracks— the brisk, military rat-a-tat of "Dirty
Work" and the orchestrated ballad of
"Promenade Immortelle"— and packaged
them in a gatefold sleeve with lyrics included.
While one can sympathise to a degree with
their ideas and keenness, attitudes don't
necessarily make good records and this has
more in common with hippy self-indulgence
than any vital new punk force. Not a musical
watershed. (Contact: SAE to Crass Mail Order,
PO Box 279, London N224NU.)

Finally, the vastly overrated Theatre of Hate
have a new single out, "Rebel Without A
Brain" (Burning Rome Records). I can't say I

find anything new or of particular interest in

their brand of over-dramatised fake fixation

with unpleasantness, though the 'B' side "My
Own Invention" does hustle along in fine style
instrumentally. Otherwise the title of the 'A'

side seems a particularly apt self-description.
(Contact: no address provided; tryc/o Rough
Trade Mail Order.)

album
Pare Ubu's "390 Degrees of Simulated
Stereo" (Rough Trade) is a collection of live

recordings made in Cleveland, London and
Brussels of songs from the band's classic

period up to the "Modern Dance" LP (now
also available again on Rough Trade).
Having virtually invented the "industrial"

sound, Pere Ubu then gave it a power and
invention that have seldom been matched
since. At the same time they retained a
melodic streak that kept them accessible and
enjoyable and they were not above writing
some great songs ("Non Alignment Pact" and
"Modern Dance" are included here) as well as
the more challenging stuff.

In addition they had (and still have) a great
vocalist in the amazing David Thomas who
helped push rock music to new limits away
from its nostalgic, sentimental roots—
something well captured here. In short, a very
fine album — essential listening for those
interested in true pioneers of modern music.
(Contact: SAE to Promo Info, Rough Trade,
137 Blenheim Crescent, London W1 1.)

Pere Ubu's David Thomae

video
The irrepressible Chris Sievey of Freshies
fame tells us that the band have now
completed their fourth video cassette,

available for £13 in either VHS or Betamax
format. Titled "Razzvizz 2", it features The
Freshies at work and play and includes film of
them recording their "Manchester
Megastore" hit. (Contact: SAE to Razz
Records, 20 Cotton Lane, Withington,
Manchester 20.)
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SOUL.
SPRING '81

THE MAGNIFICENT
FIVEARE OUT!

Five soul albums from The Gap Band,
Kool and the Gang, Light of the World,
and Yarbrough and Peoples are getting
soul'd at all good record stores.

THE GAP BAND
'The Gap Band II' with hit singles
'Oops upside your head' and
'Party Lights: LP 9111 062

UGHTOFTHEWORLD

THE GAP BAND
'The Gap Band III' with hit singles
'Burn Rubber on me' and 'Humpin'.
LP6337110.MC 7141 110.

01€)TOP

LIGHT OF THE WORLD
'Round Trip' with hit singles
'London Town', 'I shot the Sheriff;

'Time,' and 'I'm So Happy.'
LP ENVY 14. MC ENCAS 14.

e^ I
marketed by
phonogram

YARBROUGH AND PEOPLES
'The two of us' with hit single

'Don't stop the music'.

LP 9110 162. MC 7142 745.

a
RECORDS

KOOL AND THE GANG
'Celebrate' with hit singles

'Celebration' and 'Jones vs. Jones'.

LP 6359 029. MC 7150 029.

ADVERTISEMENT
Psst... Don't forget
the new Light of

the World single :-

TIME' 11 minute remix.

U*Johonoomrri 12"MERX64 (^niviuv)

LATESTNEWS

'Humpin' the new
single from The Gap
Band is out now!
12"MERX63

7" MER 63 H phooogram
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SMASH HITS certainly gets
around. Last week I received a

letter from Gregory Van Nickerk
from Selpark Springs, South
Africa. He's a regular reader and
an avid disco fan. Although some
of the clubs hetalks about sound
great Gregory's main complaint
is that he has to wait several

months before he can get hold of

any of the singles mentioned in

this column.
Sorry about that, Greg, but

thanks for your letter. If there are
any more disco freaks around the
globe I'd be pleased to hear from
them.
Now on to the singles that Greg

can't buy (only joking). The
Chi-Lites have released a new
version of one of my favourite

songs ever, "Have You Seen
Her?" {20th Century Fox). This
comes from their album,
"Heavenly Bodies" and differs

slightly from the original.

However, it could be just as big a

success the second time around.
Eddy Grant, the father of

. British funk, has turned up
trumps again with "Can't Get
Enough Of You" (Ensign), an
instant dance hit with all the
normal Grant trademarks.
Bruce Ruffin's latest, "Get It Up

For Love" (RCA) is one that I'm

sure I've heard before and don't
really want to hear again. Very
run of the mill.

Jazz-rock meets jazz-funk as
Stanley Clarke and George Duke
combine on "Sweet Baby" (Epic)

but the end result is not so much
laid-back as laid-out. You'd have
thought that two such talents

could manage something
stronger than this wishy-washy
ballad.

Duff name of the week is The
Allniters whose "Taking A
Chance On You" (Flamingo) is an
unusual sound, reminiscent of

early Motown. However,
weaknesses in the vocal and
production departments let

things down. Possibly worth
keeping an eye on for the future.

disco top 40
INTUITION Linx

ITS A LOVE THING Whispers

GOOD THING GOING Sugar Minott

LATELY Stcvie Wonder

TIME Liaht Of The World

LOVE GAMES Level 42

CAN YOU FEEL IT Jacksons

JONES VS JONES K00I& The Gang

BY ALL MEANS Alphonse Mouzon

33 NEW

NEW

ra

HIT N RUN LOVER Carol Jiani

Al NO CORRIDA Quincy Jones

CAN YOU HANDLE IT Sharon Redd

MAKE THAT MOVE Shalamar

HUMPIN' Gap Band

RYING HIGH Freeez

LOVE IIS GONNA BE ON YOUR SIDE) Firefly

CANT GET ENOUGH OF YOU Eddy Grant

JIHERBUGGIN' Heatwave

GETTOUCH Kleecr

JUST THE TWO OF US Grover Washington J

SOUTHERN FREEEZ Freeez

CAN I TAKE YOU HOME Mel Sheppard

GRAND PRIX Fuse One

LOCK-IT-UP Leprechaun

PARADISE Change

, YOUR PLACE OR MINE Scratsch Band

I GROOVE CONTROL Dynasty

; BODY MUSIC Strikers

• ISOMEBODYI HELP ME OUT Beggar & Co

/ LOOKUP Patrice Rushen

/ ITS UP TO YOU Touch

/ AINT NO STOPPIN -DISCO MIX 1381 Various

/ I CANT TURN YOU LOOSE Aretha Frank

J OONT PANIC Liquid Gold

PRAISE Marvin Gave

8 ONE MORE CHANCE Diana Ross

Chrysalis 120

Solar 117

RCA REG

— Motown

Mercury

SLO

126

Polydor 106

Epic 125

De Lite 94

Excaliber 113

Champagne

A&M 123

Solar 116

Mercury 108

Beggars Banquet

Excaliber 113

Ice/Ensign

GTO 112

Atlantic 116

r
Elektra

Beggars Banquet 128

TSOBIIMPl 121

— CTI 129

Excaliber 119

WEA 115

Groove/EMI 111

Prelude IIMP)

Ensian 11

MAKE THAT MOVE
By Shaiamar on Solar Records

Make that move right now baby
Make that move right now baby

So many times by holding back
I let the good things pass me by
And then one day I asked myself

The reason why
Like an answer from above
You came into my life

And showed me one thing for sure
With love nothing is certain

You've got to go for it when you feel it

Everybody, everybody needs somebody to love
And I choose you baby

So let's make that move right now baby
You only go round once in a lifetime
Make that move right now baby

i»,u ^? "'^^'^l *° fl've in to feelings deep inside
When love is due, and I knew something was missing

'Cause I feel brand new
And motivation's in my heart whenever I'm with you

So girl whatever you do
Just remember, love is emotion

You got to hold on tight
When you know it's right

Everybody, everybody needs somebody to love
And I choose you baby

So let's make that move right now baby
You only go round once in a lifetime
Make that move right now baby
The longer you wait on love
The more you'll be without it

Why don't you
Make that move, make that move, make that move
Make that move, make that move, make that move
Make that move, make that move, make that move
Make that move, make that move, make that move

Come on

Make that move right now baby
Make that move right now baby
Make that move right now baby
You only go out once in a lifetime

Words and music by Spencer/Shelby/Smith
Reproduced by permission Chappell Music Ltd.

iVii,'i«iii:mtj.'iii;i'M

WONT YOU Lr ME Michael McGlo

LIVING IN THE U.K. Shakatak

HOW BOUT US Champaign

EMI 130 1

Record Shack 130 1

Arista 1

Polo 1

Motown 1 17

Motown

Prelude (IMP) 1 09

Airwave (IMP) 125 |

Polydor 1 "

CBS

"Rockabilly Fever" by The
Cruisers on Feelgood Records is

an uptempo rock 'n' roll number
. . . hang about, this shouldn't be
on my pilel

Finally, I'm not normally one to
sing the praises of compilation
albums as they're invariably put
together with the sole aim of
making money. However, an
exception to this rule is "Roll

On", a superb collection of songs
just issued by Polystar. Because it

features sucli tracks as "You're
Lying", "Celebration", "Amigo"
and the wonderful "Oops Upside
Your Head", this long player is a
must for any party. It certainly

went down a storm at my 21st a
few weeks back. (So did the
punch. Ed.) gye for now,

Bev
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She asks for more and I give less

Why can't she see it's obvious
I mean no but she takes yes

I make it clear but she don't guess
She comes around it gets me down
But she don't catch a hint I drop
She turns up it turns me off

And she don't know when to stop

What am I supposed to do7
How to gently break the news?
How to get the message through
Perhaps I should just fade away

She asked me out and I gave in

Then she gave out and I felt mean
I really want no more of us

So I stay home she comes across
She comes around I turn her down

But she bounces back again

She comes on I turn her off

But she don't get what's really plain

What am I supposed to do7
Got to get the message through
Got to make her see the truth

I wish she would just fade away

Do you want to know, do I love you?
The answer's no, is that straight enough for you?

She asked for it I told her flat

That I don't want no more of that

I've really had you up to here
And I don't even like you near

If you come round I won't be in

I can't stand to see your face
If we meet up then count me out
Why don't you just fade away

Fade away, fade away, fade away
Fade away, fade away, fade away

When love's not love
When love's not love

When love's not love fade away

Words and music by Fingers/Ogilvie

Reproduced by permission Rigid Digits Music



ACROSS DOWN
4 Term common to tennis and

musicians!
6 Drummer for the Woking
wonders (4,7)

8 Chas's mate
9 Sans radio but avec talent!

(anag. 5,4)

12 & 10 Not a second-rate
station!

1

3

The occasions when Hazel
springs into action? (1,4)

14 & 26 Early Blondia smash
17 Pretty-boy rock guitarist (ex

Humble Pia) who became
huge success in US in '70s

(5,8)

19 Who's single? (3,6,3,3)

22 & 3 197S Bryan Ferry solo
hit, sounds intoxicating!

(3,2,2,2,4)

23 & 16 Follow-up to "Fade To
Grey" (4,2,1,3)

24 Uriah— (oldfart rock band)
25 Kind of sax?
28 One of Midge Ure's old bands

(4,4)

29 Wendy Wu's outfit

30 See 4 down

1 AMr/dsm//fcshakel (3,5)

2 They're camouflaged by hi?

kid sister!

3 See 22
4 & 30 Pioneers of the New
Sounds and New Styles

5 Movie starring Bette Midler
which was supposedly based
on the life of Janis Joplin (3,4)

7 Feline quiffabilly (5,6)

10 See 12

11 Abba hit (5,7)

15 Group by another name
16 See 23 across
17 & 23 down Now solo, before

she was with Penetration
18 Madness's nickname for

themselves (5,4)

20 Punkette who's also known
for her acting

21 Vi( !i$ nothing to

th-

23 S
26 S.

27 Bbiiy ui riubilt?

29 Label for baking?

ANSWERS ON PAGE 43
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THE CLASH: The Magnificent

Seven (CBS), The working man's

9 to 5 (or rather 8 to 5)— clocking

in, knocking out, bussing home,
dossing down— brought to you
in startling Clash-0-Scope.
Funky-butt bass, rat-a-tat lyrics,

heavy handclaps and a liberal

scattering of electric piano

chords add up to a

Blockhead-style boogaloo of

some potency.

FREEEZ: Flying High (Beggars

Banquet). A great gutsy bass

sound just about sells this one.

But busy-busy meanderings,
clipped brass punctuations and a

harmony vocal team repeating

the line "You an' me we're flying

high" hardly constitute classic

disco.

THE KEYS: One Good Reason
(A&M). 'Ere— this ain't a bad
little firm. They've latched onto a

great line in catchy hooks,

fashioned all the right sort of

guitar fills and have Joe Jackson

as producer and
man-to-point-their-noses-ln-

the-right-direction. When you see

'em on 'Top Of The Pops' —
which you most surely will —
you'll notice that their drummer
is ex-Wings man Geoff Britton.

U.K. SUBS: Keep On Running
(Till You Burn) (Gem). It's the old

repetitious-phrase-plus-

insistent-beat ploy, which always
stands a reasonable chance of

success given a fair following

wind. Basically though,
"Running" is just another

sub-standard Subs standard,

pressed on boat-race winning,

Oxford blue vinyl.

SHOES: Your Imagination
(Elektra). That Hepworth bloke

keeps nudging and winking as if

to tell me that this one is a

winner. But after a brace of plays

I'm still unconvinced by this

latest offering from Illinois'

potent pop paraders. In fact, I

reckon the flipside 'The Things

You Do', a kind of Beatles for the

'80s affair, is much more worth
spending time with.

28

ECHO AND THE BUNNYMEN

:

Shine So Hard (Korova). Not so

much a single as a four-track 12"

E.P. featuring songs from the

Bunnymen's forthcoming movie.

Included are live versions of

'Crocodiles' and 'All That Jazz'

which accredited lapin-lovers will

already know and revere. Buy
two copies and put them in a

room together. You'll be amazed
at the results when you return an

hour later!

THE MOONDOGS: Impostor

(Real). Poor Moondogs, born too

late. Their name (one used by
The Beatles in their early days) is

a dead giveaway, and though
"Imposter" does attempt to break

the mould, being a mite heavier

than the Dogs usual brand of

Derrybeat, "Baby Snatcher", on
the reverse, is yet one more
pleasing but pointless ferry 'cross

the Mersey.

THE INMATES: I Thought I Heard
A Heartbeat (Radar). Well, there's

a definite pulse, though the

patient's not quite ready for the

rock'n'roll marathon yet awhile.

Maybe if I'd used a stethoscope

instead of headphones I might

have detected more than a

willingness to survive.

MICKEY JUPP: Don't Talk To Me
(Stiff). Love it, love it. Juppy's

blue wailin' again, giving the

elbow to his one-time lady love

with the aid of a keyboardsman
who just rolls and rolls, utilising a

synth to provide the necessary

touch of impact— making brass.

Nothing original, just a touch of

rhythm and blues— but

immaculately done by a true

Southend peer.

KEN LOCKIE: Dance House
(Virgin). Last time I heard this

sort of heavy laden stomp was in

a Hammer horrorflick, when an

unstoppable mummy went on
the rampage. Pity he didn't

stumble into this Steve

Hillage-produced session while

he was about it. It might have
done us all a power of good.

BRAM TCHAIKOVSKY: Shall We
Dance? (Arista). Great bubbling

bathsalts, ol' Bram's back with

Nick Garvey (producer and
back-up vocals) again! And he
certainly sounds happy to be
reunited with his one-time

Motors mate, offering the type of

non-stop bounce favoured by all

the best trampoline testers.

Happy, happy— even his new
album's called "Funland". Makes
you sick, don't it?

THE MOOD ELEVATORS:
Annapurna (Go-Feet). Nepalese
facts you may not know— The
north face of Annapurna was
climbed in 1950 by the French

and the south face by the British

in 1 970, the latter triumph being
celebrated in 1981 by this Mood
Elevators single aimed directly at

the snake-charming market.

Produced by the Punjab Brothers

indeed!

ROY WOOD'S HELICOPTERS:
Green Glass Windows (EMI). If

the Floyd can have a hit using the

fourth form at Islington Green,

why shouldn't Whiskers McWood
have have one using the

Kempsey Primary School choir?

A duffo Eurovision type chorus
might be the answer. Stay in after

class.

QUADS: Gotta Get A Job (Big

Bear). Four pop-world Brummies
provide a comment on the

wonderful way we educate folk

up to full unemployment
standard. Sounds a mite like that

famous "Money, Money, Money"
showstopper— which may or

may not indicate a touch of satire.

FLYING LIZARDS: Hands 2 Take
(Virgin). Patti Palladin reiterates

Max Bygraves' "You Need
Hands" philosophy in best

dramatic fashion, while David

Cunningham's wayward space

invaders donate sounds that vary

from those of cats at midnight

through to backdrops for Beeb
classic serials. Mighty messy yet

strangely compelling.

singles
by Fred Dellar

PEARL HARBOUR: Cowboys And
Indians (Warner Bros). Turned on
by a viewing of "Coalminer's
Daughter" Pearl E. Gates reveals

an urge for cowboy ways and
rodeo days as her piano-man
opts for a touch of the Jerry Lee
Lewis's and slams his elbows all

over the Steinway. Amusing
wha-hoo rock of little chart

potential.

WHITESNAKE: Don't Break My
Heart Again (Liberty). Coverdale
doesn't exactly get down on his

knees and plead, preferring

instead to strut his stuff in best

male chauvinist mode. And
though the result may not be
heart-rending, this kind of heavy
metal does no harm to the ears

whatsoever. Mucho macho,
mucho moneymaking.

CARL WILSON: Heaven
(Caribou). Beach Boy Carl

breathily emotes on a ditty that's

as drippy as one of those
outrageously pink, monster-size

Valentine cards. Even his high,

honeyed harmonies fail to save

the day.

TEDDY PENDERGRASS: The
Whole Town's Laughing At Me
(Philadelphia Int.). Tasty Ted's

gone lost his lady love once
more. "Maybe if I had spent more
time with you," he muses.
Frankly, any bird who'd turn her

back on a guy with such a soulful

voice has got to be a little short in

the marbles division and hardly

worth mooning over. Pure

fantasy then— but of the uptown
sort.

—*8tes^€^

JUDAS PRIEST: Hot Rockin'

(CBS). I've been searching for

something to give up for Lent and
now I've found it. Very heavy,

very anonymous. Aspirin

manufacturers should raise a

cheer.

ROGER TAYLOR: Future
Management (EMI). "You don't

need nobody else but me," sings

Queen's tub-thumper. And he
means it, having produced,
arranged and performed
everything you hear on the disc.

As a technical exercise It's

certainly impressive. But
one-man bands often end up
claiming an equally low number
of listeners.

SPIZZLES: Dangers Of Living

(A&M). Oh dear! Spizz sounds
nearly as sterile as the world he's

singing about. Time, perhaps, to

return him to the bridge of the

Enterprise alongside Captain

Kirk. Beam him aboard, Mr Scotti

THE REGENTS: Ride Cowboy
Ride (MCA). Pathetic palefaces
sing with forked adenoids. Go get

'em, Cochise!

Xie. fr^^^

THE FRESHIES: Wrap Up The
Rockets (MCA). Only Chris
Sievey would view the end of

civilisation as a reason for

merriment— "I'll spend the four
minute warning sipping
champagne with a bird on the big
wheel" etc. Yet, oddly enough,
his dotty yet down-to-earth way
of seeing things makes more
impact and certainly better music
than most of the heart-cries from
other members of the No Nukes
brigade. Sievey's here to stay—
unless that four minute warning
goes, of course!
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JUDAS PRIEST: Hot Rockin'

(CBS). I've been searching for

something to give up for Lent and
now I've found it. Very heavy,

very anonymous. Aspirin

manufacturers should raise a

cheer.

ROGER TAYLOR: Future
Management (EMI). "You don't

need nobody else but me," sings

Queen's tub-thumper. And he
means it, having produced,
arranged and performed
everything you hear on the disc.

As a technical exercise it's

certainly impressive. But

one-man bands often end up
claiming an equally low number
of listeners.

SPIZZLES: Dangers Of Living

(A&M). Oh dear! Spizz sounds
nearly as sterile as the world he's

singing about. Time, perhaps, to

return him to the bridge of the

Enterprise alongside Captain

Kirk. Beam him aboard, Mr Scott!

THE REGENTS: Ride Cowboy
Ride (MCA). Pathetic palefaces
sing with forked adenoids. Go get

'em, Cochise!
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THE FRESHIES: Wrap Up The
Rockets (MCA). Only Chris
Slevey would view the end of

civilisation as a reason for

merriment— "I'll spend the four
minute warning sipping
champagne with a bird on the big

wheel" etc. Yet, oddly enough,
his dotty yet down-to-earth way
of seeing things makes more
impact and certainly better music
than most of the heart-cries from
other members of the No Nukes
brigade. Sievey's here to stay—
unless that four minute warning
goes, of course!

albums
DAVE EDMUNDS :Twangin..
(Swan Song). There's this
grizzled old geezer called
Edmunds, see, and just about
every year he makes a long
player with his like-minded mates
(Nick Lowe, Stray cats etc.) and
all of the songs are oldies (except
for the new ones— which only
sound like oldies) and it always
comes out sounding warm and

people like me tap our feet and
play it every day until he gets

-xpect? dry Ice?
futurism!??? (7'/, out of 10).

David Hepworth

Irish prisoners to belligerent
ghosts. Enjoyable is hardly the
right word. IVIore like

provocative. (8 out of 1 0).

Steve Taylor

?/''='' '-'TT'-EFINGERS: Go For It
(Chrysalis). A small progression
here. While managing to retain

INCOGNITO: Ja« Funk (Ensign).
Notf:nnt<»nt<A/ifh ~___ii_L*.

of Light Of The World (plus

ui ineir personalties under the
name Incognito. Eight tracks,
each one a perfect example of
high class, easy listening Jazz
funk as its best. Tubbs' bass
playing is as distinctive as ever
and there's some great soprano

"Wake Up The
City would make great singles.
(8 out of 10).

«"=>
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PUBLIC IMAGE LTD: Flowers Of
Romance (Virgin). Another phase
in Lydon's retreat from "rock" or
just the product of lazy hours in
the studio? PiL repeatedly taunt
the listeners, asking them to
abandon all expectations of
hearing something that even
resembles the last PiL record.
This time we're down to
ultra-heavy drums and sketchy
guitar electronics with Lydon
wailing about everything from

faj^our of being a mite mcire

tuneful songs to better effect.

shortcomings, lyrics especially. COCKNEY REJECTS: Greatest

thel°S '"^"^
^T"'

^^'f^^*' "'*' ''°' 3 '^'^»- It's strange howthey stand exposed as either two sorts of music as different as
relentlessly clever word plays (ill Punk and heavy metal can soat ease with the band's natural easilv be memL mt^ „„r xu._

^; l^^Vpri^^VC^!"'^
'^t"' 2°: ^"ie^,'^P^°d"<=«^ thrashing

„.^f!!?^r''"*^'
^°' ^'^^ '"t"^^- <7 ^''°"t *°- l^i^d, you, I did once

°"*''"°'- hope that punk might mean a
Red Starr 'ittle more thap that. I bet if

society ever did change this lot—
-

would turn up somewhere near

departure for The Cure. Inifead^^
Geoffrey Oeane fa coivard;

they choose to consolidate the
advances they made on ROGER TAYLOR: Roger Taylors
Seventeen Seconds", sticking to ^"" In Space (EMI). In which

tneir slow, ghostly compositions ""een's jovial drummer lets
and their sparse but insistent himself loose in a Swiss studio
instrumental work with Robert with 157synthesisesanda
Smith's vocals drifting in and out keyboard-playing engineer. The
or tocus. Despite some rather "'^sult is an inoffensive
stilted lyrics they continue to succession of take-offs, from
develop one of the most heavy metal ("Airheads") and
individual and pleasing styles Bowie-ish acoustic tunes ("Magic
around. (7 out of 10). 's Loose") to the synthesised

David Hepworth Pp^mp of the title track. The most
pleasing thing is the complete

WHITCCMAI.-C « ahsenceof Freddie Mercury. (3WHITESNAKE: Come An' Get It out of 10).
^ "

aiberty). It's a bit unfair to label Steve TavlorWhitesnake as another heavy
i>ieve raylor

metal outfit. Despite the cliched
'-llltar tA,r«*-L ^ I ... „«««»

_ji . .

"-aooMiy lyrics
nd long hair, this mob don't

really have that much in common
with your average headbangers '

They're actually a
straightforward rock band who '

perform melodic rock songs in a '

capable fashion. Having said that IJ
I must admit that this album gave

'
me about as much enjoyment as
a severe attack of migraine. No

disagree. (4% out of 10).

Geoffrey Deane
\

™^
•'f

GS: No Tie Like A Present
Osland). Pity the Scarborough fA«i.,mi th„ :; '

:

Costellos, living proof that too
(Asylum) The cover idea is

much too soon can drive off a
borrowed from an old Paul

potential audience Thev sound •
^"""".^'bum and the music is

awfully defensive here lorW dKK^"°'"" ^""^ «"'°V
weary and stuck in the '60s ani«^in^

homework B.A.'s

Recorded in sunny Nassau this suhf^T* T?^« ^he kind of

second album is fence sitti^gTop boSJd«n^"TK '»°"' "^
music with no particular leanings T°ianale « tnw iw^*

^Brmyda
in any distinctive direction. It mL .,.'1"?!®: ^5?.^ adventure in

appeal to anyone who finds

u^h-V .
funny. (6 out of 10).



teaser
The names listed are hidden in the^
diagram. They run horizontally,

vertically or diagonally— many of

tham are printed backwards. But
remember that the names are

always in an uninterrupted straight

line, tetters in the right order,
whichever way they run. Some
letters will need to be used more

than once— others you won't need
to use at all. Put a line through the
names as you find them. Solution

on page 46.

ADAM AND THE ANTS KIM WILDE SISTER SLEDGE
CHIC LANDSCAPE SQUEEZE
COAST TO COAST LINK TALKING HEADS
COLIN BLUNSTONE NEW ORDER T S. MONK
DAVE STEWART NOLANS ULTRAVOX
DIRE STflAITS PASSIONS VISAGE .

DOLLY PARTON PHIL COLLINS WHISPERS A
DURAN DURAN POLECATS YOKOONO M
EDDIE RABBITT POLICE ^H
EXPRESSOS QUEEN ^^H
FREEEZ RAH BAND ^^^^H
HARRY THUMANN RAINBOW ^^^^^^1
HEATWAVE ROD STEWART .^^^^^^H
IRON MAIDEN ROXV MUSIC ,^^^^^^^^1
JACKSONS SHAKATAK .^^^^^^^^^H
KIKI DEE SHARON REDD^ ^^^^^^^^^1

EGDELSRETS 1 SPEERFK
DOZEEERFOCWAVNPN 1

D

SN 1 LLOCL 1 HPAOHAKC 1

HDAVAPTS 1 OWT 1 R 1 ODR
ASTSA i USLTSLUDL 1 NX
KSOSTMPEANCDE 1 RNOP
ASNRYECEUONENGAVAS
TDOXRAHLQACBRMASTH
A 1 OSTHBURQTOURSSAT
KRKSSNEUSRAHT IMR 1 D
PEOR 1 EDDATTLOTRX 1 V
OPYLNTRWDYUNEYSROR
LAOBAOEPR 1 SZSHEAEV
ECCRNTORXEENASTDOE
BSUHSLA 1 DEORTURUTC
ADVE

1

HKLUSORAOLSWG
TNVCTC 1 QKNANWBDOWA
SAESEWSCR 1 AESOBMDS
DLIRMXAETMNHRNI IBI
NSI lOJDSAAAGIKAHTV
ADKR 1 DSDTRRAH 1 TLUT
BDNED 1 AMNOR 1 KEOKOY
HEBSTNAEHTDNAMADAN
ARAHSNOTRAPYLLODST
RTRAWETSDORAKNOMST



MllilMiiii
Female. 17, looking for mal* ponpal (17-21).
Skinheads If posalUol Into Tho Boat, MadnoM and
soma reggaa (UB40). Write to: Susan Wails, 70
LamiMrhaad Road, Pambarton, Wigan, Lanes WNS
9TU. P.8. Loves the nutty dancal

My name's Joanna Eade and my liobblas aia
writing and receiving letters. Fave groups are
Madness, Specials, Police, Bad Manners and Black
Slate. I am 14 and I would like a penpal aged 14-16,

praferably a boy, but M not— never mind. I iiava4
cats and 1 kitten. Write to: ICColslaad House,
Watney Mkt, Commerdal Road, Stapnay, London
E12QY.

I am 1 6 and love heavy music. Motorbikes
(Triumph), and myfavourlta groups (Status Quo,
AC^DC, and Black Sabbath). IwouM like a giri or
boy around my age to write: Sandra Willetts, 10
Old Milverton Village, Leamington Spa,
Warwickshire CV32 6SA.

16-yaar-old giri would like to write to a (16
upwards) skinheed, rude boy or mod. Must be

Sood looking with nice legs and must like The Jam
lansa of humour assentiel). If interested, enclose

photo to: Sally Wainwright, Berry Lodge, St.

Mary's Lane, Upminster, Essex RM14 3PH.

My fave groups are: Madness, Queen and The
Poiiee. Pastimes are: badminton, and watching
Tiswaa. I would like afemale penpal 15-17yi. Write
to: Linda Gatt, 17 Bruce Street, Macduff, Banff
Buchan, Scotland PB4 1XJ.

A desperate girl, aged 14. wants boy/giri penpal. I

like punk, and rock 'n' roll. My hobbies are dancing
and traveling. Must be aged 13-15, and must not
be shy. Write to: Julie Croskell. 1 HowgM Avenue,
Beaumont, Lancaster.

2female Police fans aged 16 and 17 wouM like to
write to 2 mala mods. We also like Madnees, going
to parties and dancing. Write to Marie and
Carolina, 9D Dill House, Queans Parade, Victoria
Barracks, North Queen Street Belfast 15, N.
Ireland. Enclose pic if possible.

Hi! I mainly Ilka all mods especially Madness. The
Beat and Bad Manners. My hobbies are swimming,
dancing and Hataningto any music I like. I also
enjoy colleetbtg soft toys. WouM like penpal 1 1-13,
lamll.Writato: Louisa Waning,11 BaysideRoad
East, BuriMga, MncMay, Laieastershire.

Hi there bashers, two famalas need to exchange
untMy scribbled noteswHh good looking
skinheads (thafs ifthere is any), aged 14-16. Into
Madness, Toyah, Bad Manners, Sex Pistols,

Sptodgenessabounds, The Boat Like messing
around and having a laugh. Write to anyone's
house, or send photo to: Lesley Lugg and Gabrieiie
Grant 12 BoswIn^, Penzance, Cornwall.

A lonely Numanold (17) wouM like to hear from
any otherfanatics male or female, especially if they
went to his recent concert. Other likes are Peter
Gabriel and UKravox. and sporti Dyed hair isn't a
necessity, iMit a sense of humour is. So if you also
hate heavy metal, write to: Sharon Taylor, 48
Clewer Crescent Harrow Weald, Middx.

My name is Rachel Newey, aged 15Vi and I live at

68 Longworth Avenue, Tilehurst, Reading, Berks.
Fave group is The Police, but I also like funk, soul
and disco music. My interests are discos, films and
records. I dislike heavy metal and posers. Would
like e penpal aged 15-17, with similar interests and
a sense of humour. A.L.A.

Mele penpal wanted 14-16, must like Police. Also
like Jam, Queen, Madness, TIswas, skinheads.
Hate most punk. Sand photo to: Angela Brown, 15
Dorset Avenue, Olgglo, OMham 0L3 5PL.

Attracthra female penpal aged 13-17 wanted for 15
yaer old boy. I like The Jam, Pretenders, Poiiee and
Joy Division. I am interested in collecting rate
records, and like animals. Write to: Richard
Cannon, 5 Orchil Crescent, Auehterarder,
Pertliahire. Photo appreciated.

fm a mod and I wouM like to write to a boy mod. I

Ilka The Poltee, The Beat Madness, and I collect
Soumear pans (bailpoint). Write to: 3 Uoell Oose,
Woodloes Paric Warwtek CV34 5UN. Please send
photo^

HI Biro BuddiesI We are two (good for a laugh)
giris who wouM like to write to two reasonable
tooking boys aged 13-15who have a sense of
humour. We like Hazel O'Connor, Abba, Kate Bush,
Status Quo and Queen but we dislike very much
Blondie, Police and Adam And The Ants. We also
like discos and reading frightening books. Send
your letters to: Sarah Chadwick (14) and Jane
Burgess (14) at 1 1 1 Hough Green, Chester,
Cheshire CH4 8JW. Thanks.

Marvellous modest giri who likes punk, especially
Hazel O'Connor, wants to write to enyone, but
particulariy boys the same age or older. She Is now
14Vi, cannot spell or write clearty, but has had two
letters printed in Smash Hits and won a Smash
Hits comp. Write to: Carolyn Chapman, 2 St
Michaels Place, Canterbury, Kent

PLEASE — No more entries Just nowl
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DRINK THAT B

NEW SING^ffwnii
"scaif"

K E I J H_^^

only'crying
On Arrival Records

' hig sensation, committed no crime
iii-ftinns of forgotten old affections

i in time, only crying
I wish, on a night like this

loonlight kind of threw me
wine's getting to mc
'IR

healing

•lings?

'nime'.'

sud emotion

.llltlllll.] ti^ ll,ilVL

Ciuess wemi'
It'sacrvii.i. ,.

I'll never he the same

Only crying, well the moonli^^

Only crying, and the red wi'

Only crying

And the wind blows soft anu _
-

Call me foolish, sentimental
I'm a man, I'm not a stone without a heart

Well I know I ain't supposed to

It's the man who loved you most who's
Only crying, ooh-ooh

Only crying, na-na-na-na, na-na-na-na
Only crying, na-na-na-na, na-na-na-na
Only crying, na-na-na-na, na-na-na-na

Only crying

Only crying, uoh-ooh, ooh-ooh

Words and music by Keith Marshall
Reproduced by permission Your Music Ltd.
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Making Your Mind Up
By Bucks Fizz on RCA Records

You got to speed it up
And then you gotta slow it down

'Cos if you believe that a love can hit the top

You gotta play around
But soon you will find that there comes a time

For making your mind up

You got to turn it on
And then you got to put it out

You got to be sure that it's something
Everybody's gonna talk about

Before you decideahat the time's arrived

For making your mind up

Don't let your indecision

Take you from behind
Trust your inner vision

Don't let others change your mind

And now you really got to burn it up
And make another fly by night

Get a run for your money and take a chance
And it'll turn out right

And when you can see how it's got to be
You're making your mind up

And try to look as if you don't care less

But if you want to see some more
Bending the rules of the game will let you find

The one you're looking for

And then you can show that you think you know
You're making your mind up

Don't let your indecision

Take you from behind
Trust your inner vision

" Don't let others change your mind

And now you really got to speed it up (speed it up)

And then you gotta slow it down (slow it down)
'Gos if you believe that a love can hit the top

You gotta play around
But soon you will find that there comes a time

For making your mind up

Repeat last verse

For making your mind up
For making your mind up
For making your mind up

Words and music by HiWDanter
Reproduced by permission Intersong Music Ltd./Stave

& Nickelodeon Music/Paper Music Ltd.
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Still yourbestchoice ofrecotxdsand tapes at super
low prices-with cassettes same price asthe album.

The Woolwoith Record Blitz

offers you a great selection of records

and tapes bdow manufacturers or

suppliers recommended prices.

BUTZ PRICE
LP or Tape

Beat I Just Can't Stop It £3.99

Chas 'n' Dave Mustn't Gaimble £4.49
Eric Clapton Another Ticket £4.49
Phil Collins Face Value £4.49

Rita Coolidge Very Best Of. £4.49

Neil Diamond Jazz Singer .....£4.49

Dire Straits Making Movies £4.79
Brian Eno and David Byrne
My Life In The Bush Of Ghosts £4.99

Gillan Future Shock £4.49

Iron Maiden Killers £4.49

Jam Sound Affects £4.29

John Lennon Double Fantasy £3.99

Photos Crystal Tips & Mighty Mice £3.99
Rainbow Difficult To Cure £4.49

SantanaZebop £3.99

Selecter Celebrate The Bullet £4.49

Shakin Stevens This Ole House £3.99
SkySkyS ....£4.49

Status Quo Never Too Late £4.29

Stray Cats Stray Cats £3.99
Ultravox Vienna .: £4.49

Various Dance Craze £3.99

Stevie Wonder Hotter Than July £4.29

Ifoulllove
thechangeat

WOOU/mRTH
And Woolco

Spandau Ballet Journe/s To Glor/ 9 Bdow Zero Don't Point Your Finger
Items subject to availability. Price and availability of advertised products may be different in

Northern Ireland, the Republic of Ireland and the Channel Islands,
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Overground, underground

Pulsating through

Street parade in day arcade
No cloning you
Uniform won't conform, a hero who dies

Find a boy, kill a toy

Get no reply

Changeling, changeling, for you
We're coming out for you
Changeling, changeling, for you
We're coming out for you

Vision . . . lost ... out of control . . . lost . .

Vision . . . lost ... out of control . . . lost .

.

Down in the club Beau Bells can ring

Look good in blue, help me to sing

Expose, fade away, contact erased

Call a friend thafs tailor made
Do as I say

Changeling, changeling, for you
We're coming out for you
Changeling, changeling, for you
We're coming out for you
Vision . . . lost ... out of control . . . lost . .

Vision . . . lost ... out of control . . . lost . .

Overground, underground

Overground, underground
Down in the club

Down in the club

Down in the club

Club

Words: Jim Ken/Music: Simple Minds
Reproduced bypermission EMI Music Ltd.

Artist: Simple Minds'

Title: Ckangaling

Label: Arista

Year: 1979

Requested by:

Aiistair Dabbs, Bramhopa, Leads
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Lydon,
Levene &Lee

Not a firm of solicitors but the directors of Public Image Ltd.

Steve Taylor checks the accounts while Stuart Franklin takes away photoaraphic evidence.

36

IT ISN'T exactly reassuring to

pass one third of a band which

you're about to interview in five

minutes driving hell-for-leather in

the opposite direction. Panic. I'm

heading towards Virgin's West

London headquarters for a

chinwag with Public Image

Limited on the day their brand

new single "Flowers Of

Romance" steams into the chart

at number fifty and there's Keith

Levene. He's behind the wheel of

a red car, his pointed face hidden

under a trilby and a ring of

orange hair. He looks unusually

determined, purposeful. He's

also heading East.

Inside, John Lydon is in an

upstairs office making himself a

cup of tea. I shake his hand,

taking in the garish green

checked jacket, army strides and

black work shoes. "Keith's just

gone to the bank," says John,

"and to look at a car he wants to

buy. That's the sort of thing he's

into." .

Jeanette Lee appears, tiny and

black haired and— dare one

observe?— pretty. "Keith's a bit

unreliable, you know, I don't

think we ought to rely on him

being back." We don't.

Lydon settles into a chair

behind a desk, a mock chairman

sipping tea and belching.

Close-up he has a remarkable

appearance; his long face is a

slightly yellow colour under the

carroty hair and the skin has the

strange shine of a waxwork
mannequin. Lydon's blue eyes,

which seem to stare out in faintly

different directions, add to this

distracted, haunted look. The

effect is disturbing and keeps you

on your guard.

WHY, I wonder aloud, has the PiL

corporation shrunk to just three

members? Since the departure ot

bass-player Jah Wobble a few

months ago, "accountant" Dave

Crowe has also gone. "We ve just

eliminated a few problems," says

Lydon, sounding like a Mafia

godfather. What happened to

Crowe? "He came to a stop,'

explains Lee. "He did nothing, so

we got rid of him."

Lydon and Lee refuse to

explain what that has meant for

the division of labour within PiL.

"There are no set roles," says

Lydon. "We all do everything that

needs to be done," adds Lee.

Does that mean she was involved

in making the music for the new

album, also titled "Flowers Of

Romance"? "Of course," says

John forcefully. "I didn't play

anything," she explains, "but I

was involved with the mixing. We
talk about everything we do. It

might sound ambiguous, but

that"s the way it does work." Has

it put any extra strains on them,

having to cope with everything,

including all the business side of

their activities, themselves? "Ifs

made life so much bloody

easier," says John, "Once you

start adopting fixed roles, it gets

really poisonous because people

start saying 'This is my. role, I will

do nothing else.' This, as I

discover later from Keith, is the

main reason for Wobble's

departure. PiL thrive on

commitment.
The drop in numbers hasn t

made recording any more

difficult, as John explains: "This

is the quickest we've ever worked

on an album, even though— as

always— we wrote everything in

the studio. We've worked out

what we want out of it. Before it

was a lot of experimentation,

sussing out how gadgets work;

now we know all that."

LYDON COMPLAINS that, in the

past, some of the early PiL

members have expected to

simply appear at the studio and

do their bits. The only other

musician on "Flowers Of

Romance" is drummer Martin

Atkins, who plays on two tracks.

What bass there is, is bowed like

a cello". Asked if such changes

are deliberate, Lydon replies that

"It's just the way it works: ifs

better now. We're not trying to

make a second 'Metal Box'.

We've done that, we've achieved

that sound and there's no point in

continuing it.

'"Metal Box' was a really heavy

sound, loads of layers and loads

of instruments— almost like an

orchestra. We wanted to get

away from that

over-complication and get things

down to simplistics. On this

album very few instruments are

used, but what is used is used to

maximum potential."

This boils down to some
extremely dominant percussion,

a certain amount of electronic

doodling, some strangely simple

— childish, almost— Levene

guitar and that familiar Lydon

whine, to which he has now
added the Arabic-sounding wail

that occurs on "Four Enclosed

Walls" and the single. Does this

indicate an interest in ethnic

music? „ .

"I don't think we're influenced

anymore by anybody," claims

Lydon, "There's nothing that I

really like to listen to musically."

What about his passion for

reggae? "I've given up on that; I

really think thafs become the

pits. Ifs just so limited. The same

records are being pumped out as

four or five years ago, but they're

not as interesting." Lee says she

lost interest in reggae five years

ago "when everything went

religious."

What about the, er,

Moroccan-sounding vocal on

"Flowers Of Romance", then?

"What about it?" she shrieks,

mockingly. "Tell him," she

instructs Lydon, who explains,

"Ifs not Moroccan; ifs

Rennaissance, early English and

French, 1 5th Century. Thafs what

I've been listening to a lot. That s

real traditional English music.

Nowadays when anyone wants

to make a record they seem to

look to any far-off distant place

they can imitate. They never

realise ifs here on their own
doorstep."
Lydon's answer leaves me

puzzling about the lyric to "Four

Enclosed Walls", with ifs

references to mosques, Saracens

and even Allah himself. "Not in a

favourable context, though," he

retorts. "Get the last two lines; /

take heed/Arise in the West'. I

don't like all that looking to the

East for religious guidance crap.

But hasn't he maybe got an

obsession with religion? "No,"

he replies, cheekily, "ifs there as

a political threat." Afghanistan

and all that, I guess.

IT MAY be a deliberate change of

policy or attitude on Lydon's part,

but he seems more than usually

willing to discuss the lyrics on

"Flowers Of Romance". Perhaps

he's never been asked nicely

enough in the past? I suggest that

"Go Back", with its references to

the extreme Right, is one of the

most explicitly political things he

has yet written.

"In what way did you see that:

for or against?" he enquires.

Against. "Good. Thafs just the

way things are going in this

country." Lee chips in: "The

Governmenfs changed since we

made the last album."

Do they feel more drawn into

that political arena now? "You

can't afford to pretend it's not

happening," he replies. "You see

I don't like escapism of any kind,

it makes situations like that worse

and ifs about time somebody

was very clear about where they

stand.
_ ^ ,

"I think that in all the songs 1

write I have to be very clear about

what I'm dealing with. I can't get

involved with the intellectual ins

and outs of it. I'm very specific,

but each line can mean several

different things. As long as it stirs

your mind . .
."

"Under The House", which

closes the first side of "Flowers

Of Romance", is one of the

album's most stirring tracks, with

its dramatic atmosphere of

Gothic doom and gloom. That, it

turns out, is about the Manor,

Virgin's country house recording

studio outside Oxford.

"I'd seen a few things I didn't

like," says Lydon, significantly. "I

ended up sleeping in the coal

shed, I couldn't bear it in the

house any longer. When a place

is haunted there's an intensity

which is insufferable: I do tend to

see a lot of that kind of thing—
ghosties and ghoulies. I saw

shadows, people in rooms who
weren't there, felt intense cold for

no reason." Could this not be the

result of excessive lager

consumption? "I don't put it

down to that," he replies,

"though I'd dearly like to."

THE ALBUM closed with what is

perhaps its most personal little

story, "Francis Massacre", which

Lydon Says is "about this geezer I

met in Mountjoy", the Dublin

prison where he spent two nights

after a fracas involving his

brother Jimmy's band, the 4 Be

2s, on one of their Irish jaunts.

'His case has never gone back

to court," explains John. "He's

not allowed to receive any mail,

he can't speak to his lawyer—
he's just rotting there, literally. He

was denied all communication

with the outside world, so I just

passed on some information to

some people who might be able

to do something about it.

"For me that song just sums up

the way I felt when I was in there

— grating noises." He mimics an

"Aaarnh ,

?'"^^ prison bars-
A^terd^j:fe^

thatev?raga/n"^''°«°*''^°"9h

unhealthy regularitv Th

5^^"oSS^^-,ike
supposed"druosvilH^ 'l?'"*'

^^^

,^?nfronted?he^;o»cLaut?"

sayshi'°s'^^:S;»«buthe

Ching^Krfea'4-

the blnMt^'lTtVf«^ he leftfor

Keith tat.^'gVve'as\;!'l^°^'''
leave " ^"^ ^^ '"e other two

non-musical activities Tho. -

say^ No amateur hours, thank

p:5*'*^P«?«ie visual side ofP'ls aspirations down to

guitarist's plans for a
sophisticated portable miniature

to point out that iheVyedal^? '

I ask? He DialsVlv ^°*^^'' at all,

•"pIctaCTiSr"""

it, the best waw„^ "^^^ '^ay to do

M

^mM

«lr*

^^aj!.. y^JiC'



ATCHIN
HE WHEELS

By John Lennon & Yoko Ono on Geffen Reci

People say I'm crazy

Doing what I'm doing

give me all kinds of warnings;

To save me from ruin

When I say that I'm okay

ell they look at me kind of strange

Surely you're not happy now
You no longer play the game

'f

People say I'm lazy
'

Dreaming my life away
Well they give me all kinds of advice

Designed to enlighten me
When I tell them that I'm doing fine

Watching shadows on the wall

E Don't you miss the big time boy

P You're no longer on the ball

,m just sitting here watching the wheals go round and round

I really love to watch the

No longer riding on the merry-go-

I just had to let it go

Ah, people ask me questions

Lost in confusion

'

Well I tell them there's no problem
Only solutions

Well they shake their heads and they look at mS
As if I've lost my mind

I told them there's no hurry

;
I'm just sitting here doing time

in just sitting here watching the wheels go round and round
I really love to watch them roll

' No longer riding on the merry-go-round,

L' I just had to let it go
I just had to let it go
I just had to let it go

Words and music by John Lennon
teproduced by permission Lenono Music/Warner Bros.

Music Ltd.

STRAY CATS - 5LRAY CAT STRUT
on Arista Records

Black and orange stray cat sitting on a fence

Ain't got enough dough to pay the rent

I'm flat broke but I don't care

I strut right by with my tail in the air

Stray cat strut

I'm a (ladies cat)

I'm a feline casanova

(Hey man that's that)

Get a shoe thrown at me
From a mean old man

Get my dinner from a garbage can

Yeah don't cross my path

I don't bother chasing mice around (oh no)

I slink down the alley looking for a fight

Howling to the moon on a hot summer night

Singing the blues while the lady cats cry

Wild stray cat you're a real gone guy
,

I wish I could be as carefree and wild

But I got cat class and I got cat style

I don't bother chasing mice around

I slink down the alley looking for a fight

Howling to the moon on a hot summer night

Singing the blues while the lady cats cry

Wild stray cat you're a real gone guy

I wish I could be as carefree and wild

But I got cat class and I got cat style

Words and music by Brian Setzer

Reproduced by permission Copyright Control



COMPETITION WINNERS

EACH OF the following folks won a Dindisc Sampler album in our Decembar
1 1th competition last yeer. Congratulations.

Julia Edwards. Paignton, Devon; Michael Brown, High Wycombe, Bucks.; John Hayto,
Brentwood, Essex; Corkie Sayers, Finchley, London; Bryan Thomas, Walmer, Kent;

Wayne Austick, Sutton Estate, Satford; Ian Rutherford, Sandbach, Cheshire; Tracey Hope,
Nelson, Lanes.; Jonathan Beard, Nuthall, Nottingham; M. Priestley, Woodlesford, Leeds;
Ann Turner, Walton-on-Naze, Essex; Laura Stephen, Leiston, Suffolk; Michael Warner,
Aldershot, l-lants; Alison Veazey, Luton, Beds.; Rod Laver, Brislington, Bristol; Peter

Brown, Lower Upham, Hants.; P. Netherway, Great Barr, Birmingham; S. Barrett,

Edgware, Middx.; Malcolm Bowdidge, New Milton, Hants.; Sue Malix, Eastfield,

Northampton; J. MacOowall, Torquay, S. Devon; Sean Perry, West Bridgford,

Nottingham; Michael Barnes, Wednesfield, Wolverhampton; Aiasdair Champion,
Henley-on-Thames, Oxon; Steve Morgan, Welwyn Garden City, Herts.; L. Kewin,
Urmston, Manchester; David Bennett, Cannock, Staffs.; Andrew Key, Gainsborough,
Lines.; Graham Emery, Rugby, Warks.; C. H. Davies, Atherstone, Warks.; Noelle Worsley,
Budleigh Salterton, Devon; Tom McDermott, Radford, Coventry; Peter Westbury,
Cannock, Staffs.; Andrew Barlow, Redditch, Worcs.; Stuart Moore, Hellesdon, Norwich;
Stephen Gregory, Keynsham, Nr. Bristol; T. Bond, Stafford; Juiie McLaren, Aldershot,
Hants.; R. Hanson, Poulton-le-Fylde, Lanes.; R. Smith, Jarrow, Tyne & Wear; M.
Duckworth, Burnley, Lanes.; Andrew Tookey, Hitchin, Herts.; Terry James, Portsmouth,
Hants.; M. Leach, Horsham, West Sussex; Lesley Bathgate, Dunstable, Beds.; Alan
Rumble, Hitchin, Herts.: Angela Henderson, Woolton, Liverpool; Alison Fawcett,

Cambridge; John Miiss, Chapeltown, Sheffield: Stephen White, Stockton-on-Tees,
Cleveland; D. Wilson, Stilton, Peterborough: Daren S. Dragi, Woodwalton, Huntingdon;
Maureen Ward, Latham, Perth; David Leigh, Bolton, Gtr. Manchester; Janice Cooke,
Congleton, Cheshire; Sarah Nuttall, Southampton, Hants.; Dcbra Smith, Handsworth,
Sheffield; R. Langley, Stockport, Cheshire; Linda Duncan, Hawick, Roxburghshire; Julie

Oxenfotth, Scunthorpe, South Humberside: S. G. Walter, Attleborough, Norfolk; Michael
Nairn, Arbroath, Tayside; Delia Morley, Kensworth, Beds.; Jenny Laws, Hatfield, Herts.;

Ian Brock, Bulwell, Nottingham; Carole Weightman, Sunderland, Tyne and Wear; Mark
Rayner, Silsden, W. Yorks.; David Shad, Halifax, W. York*.; P. W. Astbury, Denton,
Manchester; J. Rowland, Wetherby, West Yorks.; Fiona Ross, Stepps, Glasgow; Tina
Jockel, Uxbrldge, Middx.; Neil Miller, Chester, Cheahirt; Keith Burton, Barrow-in-Furness,
Cumbria; Clive Edmonds, Mitcham, Surrey; Simon McNelly, Huyton, Liverpool; Alan
Donovan, Maidstone, Kent: Rita Tacy, Pershore, Wore*.; Diane Baguley, Chesterfield,

Derbys.; R. Howes, Guildford, Surrey; Alan Thornton, Romford, Essex; Ruth Turnbull,
Rufford, Lanes.; Anita Wilson, Ipswich, Suffolk; Julian Bavetta, Enfield, Middx.; Harvey
Tyler, Chelmsford, Essex; Ssul Shaheen, London NW2: John Stephenson, Newton Hall

Park, Durham; Gail Biggin, Barnsley, S. Yorks.; Jason Smith, Birstall, Leics.; Karen
McLymont, Normanton, W. Yorks.; James Fitton, Stockport, Cheshire; Joenna Lord,

Royston, Herts.; Julie Ellis, St. Neots, Camb*.; David Blake, Hertford: Tracey Booth, Truro;
Cornwall: Kristina Wright, Stapieford, Nottingham; Girvan Wright, Stapleford,
Nottingham; Miles Bartaby, Hsndon Way, London; Penny Robinson, Prescot, Merseyside;
Catherine Beynon, Gotforth, Ntwcattle-upon-Tyn*.

LIMITED EDITION
BLACK & WHITE POSTERS

B 11 B 12

7Sp EACH (-f 26p P » P — SENT ROLLED IN TUBE)

THE FAN CLUB CENTRE
THE BASEMENT STUDIO (SH)
33 NORTON ROAD,
HOVE, SUSSEX BN3 3BF
Offer applies to UK & EIRE only

B 13

OFFICIAL MERCHANDISE SPRING SAL^
Christmas 1980 White T-Shirts, blue &
black triangular print — Concert date on
back — Medium & Large sizes State £9 SO

"PT5A" — Tooting Bee 1980 or "PT5B" Bingley Hall 1980 'each

1981 Police Calendar — comprising 12 excellent full colour
mini posters of the band. Limited stocks of this superb
bargain — now at _
SPECIAL SALE PRICE £1 .99
ALSO: XTC 'BLACK SEA T-SHIRT — light blue with black

print S/M/L UB40 Red with black UB40 pocket print S/M/L

Only highest quality American T-Shirts supplied
All prices include Postage & Packing
•

f
• Send Postal Order or Cheque with order to:-

£2.50
EACH

DaZzLeBOuHnE

!ii

41B, BLENHEIM CRESCENT (SH)

LONDON W1

1

0ffers apply to UK & EIRE only

MORE NEW DESIGNS!
TEE SHIRTS. 2.90

ORTWO FOR 5.50
SWEATSHIRTS 5,25'

COLOURS : BLACK, BLUE, RED, WHITE, YELLOW.
SIZES: ADULTS -S,M,L.

(CHILDRENS: 28", 30", T-SHrRTS ONLY)

POST AND PACKING:- PLEASE ADO 25p PER GARMENT.
ADO £1 .00 PER SHIRT AND 50p PER PAIR OF PATCHES
FOR OVERSEAS.

IMPORTANT ' - PLEASE FOLLOW THE ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS
CAREFULLY AND WRITE CLEARLY. THIS IS VITAL TO ENSURE
WE GIVE YOU THE BEST POSSIBLE SERVICE.
ALL PAYMENT MUST BE IN STERLING.
ALLOW 28 DAYS BEFORE QUERIES - TEL:- 0272 848480.

PATCHES 1jOOforTWO
4'» SKIDS

WHITESHAKE ]7 PUBLIC IMAGE LIMITE033 CRASS SO ELVIS WITH FLAG
WOT OftHEAD M THE CLASH SI BUDDY HOLLY WITH FLAG
PRETENDERS 1^ SEX PISTOLS S? JAMES DEAN WITH FLAG

A) BOB HARLEY ih ELVIS GENE VINCENT WITH FUG
POLICt ;•) GA(IV NUMAN il STATUS QUO S4 EDDIE COCHRAN WITH FLAG

?f SIOUXSIE Ifi GENESIS SI ROCK-A-BILLY
ANGELIC UPSTARTS n 999 H"* MADNESS Sh

?4 M.O0ETTES 411 REVILLOS ST
?•> IRON MAIDEN «1 ATHLETICO SPIZZ « MOTORHEAO ANIMAL

.,#•
ADAM & THE ANTS DR FEELGOOD S9 AC/DC BON SCOTT

DEXY'S MIDNIGHT (tUNNE RUSH 4'1 THIN LIZZY M MOTORHEAD LEMMV
?R LED ZEPPELIN 44 U.F.O. hi MATCHBOX
/V BLACK SABBATH •.^ QUEEN t,3 AC/DC GIRL
w SAXON 46 X.T.C. hi PLASMATICS

COCKNEY REJECTS n THE BOOMTOWN RATS 47 SID VICIOUS & NAHCY&4 MOLLY HACKET
STIFF UTILE FINGERS il THE JAM 4tl DAVID BOWIE 61 MOTORHEAO SKULLS

rBA.DGES 1.00FORFOUROR
2.00FORNINE

1. KISS 1

2. PINK FLOYD 1

3. THE JAM }

4. STATUS QUO 1

3. QUEEN 1

6. PUBLIC IMAGE LIMITED 1

7. SELECTER 1

8. BAl) MANNERS 1

9. WHITESNAKE 1

10. SEX PISTOLS 2

SIOUXSIE I, THE BANSHEES 21. THE VAPORS
GREAT ROCK'N'ROLL SWINDLE 22. SCORPIONS
SID VICIOUS 23. BUDGIE
HAWKWIND 24. MAGNUM
RUSH 25. ELVIS
GARY NUMAN
MODS RULE
GILLAN
BUCK SABBATH
ANARCHY

31. JOHN 41. SPECIALS
32. RINGO 42. GENESIS
33. GEORGE 43. AC/DC
34. BILL HALEY 44. THE BEAT
35. EDDIE COCHRAN 45. RUDE BOYS

26. DEXY'S MIDNIGHT RUNNERS 36. BUDOVHOLLV
27. POLICE 37. BCMflE

2B. NEVERMIND 3a. THE CUSH
29. PHIL&DON 39. SELECTER
30. PAUL 40. THEJAM

46. RUDE GIRLS
47, NORTHERN MODS
46. SLONDIE
49. SKA
50. PUNK

Sendyo^rordOT t(^erther

w:ithchequeorp/oto rwundToyceLtu
(SH^ POBox 5. Old Mill rd,

Portishead.Brlstol.
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COMraiTITION
THE CURE'S latest album, 'Faith', is the prize for twenty-five
winners of the latest mindbender contest dreamed up by the

Smash Hits IVIental Cruelty Squad.
This desirable prize, donated by Fiction Records, includes the

band's current single, "Primary", as well as seven other
tracks.

To be in with a chance you'll have to twist your brains
round the title of The Cure's first album, "Three Imaginary

Boys", and see if you can malte an imaginative sentence out
of its letters.

Write this sentence on a postcard with your name and
address and send it to Smash Hits Cure Competition, 14

Hoikham Road, Orton Southgate, Peterborough PE2 OUF, to
arrive no later than April 29, 1981 . The twenty-five most
original and unusual sentences constructed from "Three
Imaginary Boys" will earn their creators a free copy of the

new album.
What are you waiting for?



§tiita^mniUKm[i^i(iywV.4i
4 BATTLEDR£SS lACSET. Short
Army jaclwt iB BOTy or gT«*n.
State cheit aU*. C7^+B0p
p&p.
BOILER SUITS. OllMteo*
jumpsuit in block driU, loll o^==
pockets and belt. £12.9S+£1
p&p.

BUTZ TROUSERS. TrM eblc
and ultra modern,
exceptionally smart troUMn
with a modest six pleat top
and tapered bottoms.
Available in dark blue tartan
or black, Sup«r
value at only £13.95+80p p(kp
State accurate waist size 1 1

1

"The Mail Order People You Can Trust!

JOHNNY ROTTEN SHIRT.
Made from double layer
cheesecloth with long sleeves,
"D" rings etc. Hard core. One
sUe fits aU. £8.95+S0p p&p.

LEOPARD SPOT TROUSERS.
Tight-iitting cotton drill

trousers printed with authenti<^:
black print. In white, yellow,
red or green. A bargain at

£13.95+80p p&p. Please state

waist size. Also available as
Bondage trousers £14.95+80p
p&p.

NEW PRINTED HANKS ! ! ! ir square hanlo
white with Seven great multicolour designi
Only £1.50+20p p&p. Choose from CRASS,
EXPLOITED, DISCHARGE. SEX PISTOLS,
G.S.Q., ADAM ANT. DEAD KENNEDYS and
BAUHAUS. Wear them round your neck or
hang 'em off your belt ! !

!

< BLACK COMBAT SHIRTS. Ex-
army shirts. Grade 1 quality.
The ONLY shirt to wear ! !

!

Please remember to state chest
size with your order.
£6.95+50pp&p.

U.S. ARMY MAC. Real regular
issue mac with waist belt, ^
pockeU and extra lining.

Warm and tres trendy. State
chest size. Unrepeatable value
at only £U.95+£1.50 p&p.

BLACK DRAINPIPES. Cottdn-
drill trousers in black, red,
olive or white. State waist
size. Superb value at only
£I1.95+80pp&p.

LUFTWAFFE JACKETS. Well
made German officers timics
in blue/grey with emblems
and gold piping. State chest
size. Only £10.95+£1 p&p.
TARTAN BONDAGE
TROUSERS. Tight fitting

trousers in quality material
with zipps, leg straps and "D'

4 rings. State waist size. Only k
£13.95+80? p&p.

"
BLACK BONDAGE TROUSERS. ^Z

The best value around with
zipps, leg straps, "D" rings.
Great fit. Also available in
white, red and blue. State
waist size and colour

•ZM ^ J* ^ preference. £13.95+80p p&p. >

BLACK COMBAT JACKET.
Hardwearing Grade I used
quality combat jacket. The
best available at only
£9.9S+£1 p&p.
STRING VEST. Ex-army,
chunky black string vests.
State chest size. £2.95 -l-6C^

CAMOUFLAGE BONDAGE
TROUSERS. Made from
genuine army camo material
with loads of zipps, straps am

;

"D" rings. Great value at
£13.95+80p p&p. Please state
waist size.

JFor our new 1981 catalogue send a S.A.E. to the above address
.~—~———z:——

Please send Cash, PO's or Cheques made out to Printout Promotions together with your full name and address and any alternative designs/
colour preferences to Printout Promotions. (S H i ) 32 St. Andrews Street, Northampton. Please add an extra £2 postage for all foreign orders
Please note we can't accept Republic of Ireland cheques or PO's. We do endeavour to despatch your goods within fourteen days ot receiving
your order. We also offer a comprehensive service to wholesalers and retailers. Send S.A.E. and company letterhead for details.
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THE FUTURE SHOCK IS NOW!
'g

COLLECTORS ITEM
FIRST 60,000 COPIES CONTAIN FREE 16 PAGE FULL COLOUR BOOKLET

INCLUDING
:
THREE ORIGINAL SCI-FI ILLUSTRATIONS- BAND PORTRAITS- SCRAP BOOK ITEMS - FULL LYRICS ETC,
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LET ME
ADAM.
O.K. KAREN,
You may have followed the

Ants from the "Jubilee" film, but
from your letter I got the
impression you wished the Ants
could have stayed small with an
average following. Well, I think if

you are a really devoted
Antperson, then you should be
delighted and proud that the Ants
have got the success they
deserve. I've learnt and
understood Ant music and I

believe in what Adam says and, if

I could go back in time, I would
have followed the Ants from the
start.

So come on, Karen, why not
greet the new Antpeople with
some respect as we all like the
same music and we are all a
special group of people. Just
remember what Adam says— b«
proud. Antmusic for Sexpeoplel
Carol (A Leyland Antperson).

I AM writing in response to the
three wellies whose letters were
published on April 2nd. Karen of
Blackpool has my every
sympathy, as do all original Ant
followers. I watched— with
increasing despair since last

summer— the Ants decline from
being a great band to becoming
just another teenybopper group.
This is great for Adam (because
he's rich and famous) and for all

the kiddiwinks who saw them on
TOTP and decided that they
would be better than The Police

(after all, they were getting a little

stale).

So now I watch with pity as the
soulies and all other such plebs
buy fold-out Adam and the Ants
posters, go and see them at their

"Thanks" gigs and wear warpaint
(how subversive) and swoon all

over their new-found hero— Ad

Ant. They probably used to laugh
at punk and all that and probably
think the Ants didn't exist until

September '80.

Lots of people can remember
seeing them at the beginning
(when Jordan was in the band).
So can your own Deanne Pearson
who once wrote "Punk's dying
and Adam and the Ants are dying
with it."

Vile, Kent.

YESTERDAY I turned on my radio

and I heard Adam and The Ants. I

went out to buy a music paper
and there was a page feature on
Adam and The Ants. Watching
"Nationwide" I saw the creeps
again and there's always the
proverbial slot on TOTP. I just

can't escape them. My life is

being destroyed.

A week ago I destroyed my
"Kings Of The Wild Frontier"

album. I got some solace as I saw
it lying there in smithereens. If I

aver want to hear any of the
songs again I could simply turn
on my radio. They're bound to
release another track soon and
within ten minutes it will get
overkill on the airwaves. I am
now sitting in my bedroom,
alone, contemplating suicide.

I hate all you pathetic music
journalists who worship every
photo session he does. Please,

for my relatives' sake, spare me.
Someone who doesn't like Adam
And The Ants or, apparently, the
whole of Britain's youth.

LEMMY AT EM
IN THE upper-class areas of the
highly rich village of

Wombourne, one is constantly

dismayed at the horrendous
criticisms directed at the

pugilistic group Motorhead.
Those with an IQ surpassing 3

can perceive that this group has
deep and meaningful lyrics. One

is astounded how any intelligent

being cannot appreciate these
educational and cultural works of
art. One finds it obvious that

anyone reading this offensive
trash is capable of

comprehending Motorhead. By
not printing this letter, one
acknowledges that Smash Hits is

obviously terrified of the truth.

Two upper-class Motorhead
appeciators, Wombourne,
Middle-Of-Nowhere.

That's blackmail isn't it?—
Terrified Ed.

CREDIBILITY

GAP
SEEING AS a really upper-crust
crowd of frustrated people seem
to read this page, I thought I'd

write and ask them an intelligent

question for once (can't let all

these brains go to wastel).

Q: Why is such an emphasis
put on credibility nowadays? OK,
it's very nice to be street credible
— a real 'clone'— but more and
more it seems people like what
they feel they should like rather
than what they really do like. "I

can't be a proper rocker . . . 'cos I

like the Nolans. I'd better spit at

that mod ... we punks are
supposed to hate them. I'm a
futurist ... so I can't smile and
I'm meant to be moody, a deep
thinker, and anyway my make-up
might crack . .

."

Why does so much depend on
image? BE YOURSELF—YOU

ANSWEflS TO CfiOSSWORb b(
ACROSS: 4 Set; 6 Rick Buckler; 8fi

"O-Days"; 14-picturB(This)"; 17

CAN'T BE THATBAD 1

1

Sue (God I'm so boring, I haven't
sworn once . . .).

HEPWORTH IN

"IDIOT" SHOCK
OK, OWN up. Who's this idiot

who hired this Hepworth chappie
to review records for this

crummy little rag? So "Making
Your Mind Up" is "moronic" is it?

Yet Bucks Fizz just happened to
win the Eurovision Song Contest.

David Hepworth— and anyone
else who thinks they can sing
better— should enter for next
year's competition and see how
far they get.

A Numanoid Insect, Plymouth.

We can hear K now: "Hepworth
— No points. 'Epworse— Zero
pwanl"

DINGAWANG A
BINGBOOM!
LIKE ANY other sane human
being, I would not normally
dream of watching "A Song For
Europe", but this year, feeling

extra-specially patriotic, I

switched on the idiot box just as
that mindless nutcase introduced
the first act.

I was disgusted, horrified,

frustrated, annoyed, nauseated.

Continues over page

The

Toy"; 17 Pautine; 18 Nutty Boys; 20 Toyah: 2t Ultravox; 23vMurray; 26 -'(PictUfe) This"'

BEHOLD, THE second of the three tokens you'll need to qualify for a full

set of Smash Hits badges. All you have to do is cut them out and, for the
price of a couple of stamps, badges featuring Adam And The Ants, The
Stray Cats, OMD, Status Quo and The Beat can be yours.

We'll be publishing full details of addresses to send off to and so on in the

next issue. Meanwhile, cut out the coupon, keep it in a cool dry place and
keep your eyes skinned for further details. (If you missed the first one,

panic not. We'll be printing one extra coupon for the slowcoaches.)
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From previous page

reduced to tears, etc, etc, by the
appalling, revolting, pathetic,

peculiar songs and their equally
cringe-making singers.

If this is the best that the British

Music business can come up
with, I think I'll move to the North
Pole. Why can't some decent
group (Adam And The Ants?)

enter the Eurovision for Britain

and make the programme worth
watching?
AnAdam And The Ants Fan, Kent.

Any sane human being knows
the ESC and "The British IMusic

Business" are poles apart as it is.

HEPWORTH IN

"FOOL" SHOCK
"DEAR" HEPWORTH,
You're a fool. "A word of

advice" you graciously offer in

your singles review (March 19).

"Do not waste time looking up
'Euthenlcs' in the dictionary ... it

does not ^ist".
As any fule kno, Davy,

mm^
'Euthenlcs' is the science aiming
at the Improvement of the race
through the bettering of

environmental conditions,

originating from the Greek
'Euthenein' — to flourish.

Obviously this morsel of fairly

basic knowledge greatly

enhances one's enjoyment of this
single, and perhaps— more
importantly— one's
comprehension of the intrinsic

value of the statement Modern
Eon are attempting to convey.
See?
The Bouncing Baby, Kilimanjaro.

P.S. I'm like this all the time.

Well, the band told us it means
"the science of the quality of
life", but we can't find the word
anywhere (least of all, a
dictionary). It's all Grealc to
Hepworth anyway.

CRASS COURSE
I'M WRITING to tell the "Crass
Fans" what they support.

Crass have a vivid imagination

I THINK that if Hazel O'Connor wants to go prancing about in a bra

on TOTP, with boobs flying all over the place, she should lose some
of that excess middle of hers. This really is too much for anyone
with good eyesight on a Thursday night!

If you agree with me and would like to join the "Squash The Bra

Act Club" then plase contact Queen Am.
Nicci, Anti'H.O'CAntperson.
Oon't be so "fattist", Nicci.

to think that Britain's only future

is to get rid of the Government,
navy, etc . . . You can see why
their supporters are usually

11-plus. Their latest single

reflects a new unrealistic idea of

Nuclear Disarmament. Anyhow,
if we d/ddisarm, Russia would
not and she would probably take

advantage of it.

Cress's ideas are far too often

based on bygone realities and
what disgusts me is that they
cash in on millions of British

soldiers who fought hard and
died for the freedom of our
country.

Someone who wishes that love
did not tear him apart.

SOUR KRAUT
UNDEAR NOLAN fans,

I write to tell you of my German
teacher's views on your idealsl In

an exercise we had to re-arrange
words to form a sentence; one of
the correct sentences was: "Ich

habe nicht gern die Nolans, weil
sie nich gut singen". Which
means "I don't like the Nolans
because they don't sing well".

I'd have put it a bit stronger
myself. Auf Wiedersehen.
MrX, Banbury.

P.S. Wonder what heading this

letter will get.

SPAN MAIL
I WOULD like to know if Steve
Norman or Martin Kemp have
finished with their kilts, can I have
them? (It would be excellent if

they were still wearing them.)
I would also like to know if any

of them are married. If not, could
you post them to me as I'll know
what to do with them.
A Scottish Nut, Living InA Bog.

All five of them are free agents.
We tried to despatch a few of

them in your direction but
unfortunately we couldn't agree
on a wrapping paper design.

POINTS
WAS I dreaming? Could it really

be true that Smash Hits actually

did a feature on Heavy Metal
without criticising it? I'm

referring to the feature on the
fabulous Ritchie Blackmore
which was truly brilliant, great,

fantastic, etc . .

.

OK, that's enough of the praise.

I should have known it was too
good to be true. Moving on a few
pages I came to the review of

Russ Ballard's new album which
said that heavy metal fans are
"cretins". I'd managed— though

TELL US
THE TOOTH
ME AND my mates are having an
argument. Has Woody from
Madness got any teeth at all, or is

he just another toothless wonder
like Jerry Dammers? 'Cos every
picture we see of him, he's either
not smiling, or smiling with his
mouth shut.

So please — honourable Ed. —
is it possible to print a picture of
Woody showing his teeth?
Chairman of the Whitnash
"Woody" Fan Club, Whitnash.

stars, thi

'>nlyjoking).

with some difficulty— to put up
with Red Starr so far, but this is

going too far! Just because
someone disagrees with Red
Starr doesn't mean they're

cretins. And HM fans are not
cretins!

A female HM fan who thinks

Ritchie Blackmore and Phil Taylor

are great.

PLEASE PRINT a pic of Julian

Cope's wife and Albert Tatlock
'cos I think they're one and the
same.
A Queen Bitch, Kilimanjaro

TO BE PUBLISHED
If someone puts "I don't expect

to see this published", it gets
published. If someone puts "Why
do letters that say 'why won't this

get published?' get published?",
it gets published.

Therefore, will letters that say
"This will be published"— or
don't mention why it won't/will

be published— get published?
A.C., the observant yellow-belly.

P.S. I don't expect to see this

letter published.

Nor do I.
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SAME TITLES AS
TIES £1.00
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STRIP SEW ONS

irx4"
IN SAME TITLES AS TIES

ONLY £1.00

Tflcf
GIANT SIZE SEW-ONS 12" x 7".

ALL GROUPS AVAILABLE AS
UNDER TOP 100 TIES
ONLY £1.00 EACH!

MADNESS

BLACK LEATHER BELTS
(QUALITY HIOEI WITH
POINTED STUDS ONLY E3.00
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KING SIZE FLAGS 20" X 12"

ONLY £2.00
DESIGNS AVAILABLE AS TIES

a MOCK irROU SWINDLE

MAL LEATHER STRAIGHT STYLE TIES
flMtfWrtooA t/so available at only £1.00 each)

S«nd cash, postal orders etc and an SAE (any size} with
youf Older, to

ONE UP TRADING CO (Dept 14)

4S Chiiirh Lane. Whitwick, Coalville, Leics.
Offers apply to UK & Eire only

AQAM GEAR

ADAM JACKET p v c troiiqprq
Superb value in black drill ONLY rTk'. S^I „„".. aS.™ «^r..
with yellow gold expandex ]Ji -„ w^!™ M.„''.tl?2rM"tn ONLY
printed braiding. Size: £9.90 ?"" ""C.* •'^.»»

^t
"> ^U,

Small Mad nrLaraa j.nwM.D 38" waist. Girls sizes 8 £7 90small, Mea or Large. +«II»PU> (32" hip) to 18 (42" hip). ,i*„.
Send cheques, postal orders or cash to + wp P&p

lUAIM IIMC/U\ St TWO MILE HIU ROAD. .nl""^ '^'!!JIT,'"^lL.,MAIN LINC In) KINGSWOOD. BRISTOL BS15 IBS lOftw applias to UKi hebnd oiOyl

QUEENACRE LTD.
(Dept HQ12) 15, The Mall,

Southgate, London N14 6LR

Tel: 01-8823992
Details as follows:

Colours: Red, Yellow, Blue, Black and White
Sizes: SmI, Med. and Large.

T-shirts also available in child Sizes: 26', 28", 30"

When ordering state size, colour and one
alternative colour.

Postage and packing: Please add 30p
Per Garment.

T-SHIRT
£2.90 EACH
OR £8.50 For 2

PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR FREE CATALOGUE
,r^^v^ ^ Children's sweatshirts now available.

^^'^iS^^SS^ Sizes: 26", 28" 30"

T.160 STRAY CATS

rEUv[|"LJvEs:

T.146GRAFFrn

Ta WtUtUffi T.lia BEATLES

r::<j
SWEAT-SHIRT
HEAVY COTTON FLEECE
UNED £6.46 EACH OR

£10.60 tor 2.

UB40
' T.167 UB40

J.187 AOAM & GROUP

T.136NUMAN T.3AC/0C- joY Jl^«ION
T.104 BIONDIE

^^^„£^

E?3^
•il v«>l'>^ni,/

T.165 ACE OF SPADES

T.11W MADNESS T.37 MOTORHEAD T.111 THE BEAT T.77 POLICE

ptpADF. leWBfliSBSjr
T164 JOHN lENNON

T2REAUTY T.199

CHARLES & DIANA TIM AC/DC

NEW DESIGNS
T1 60 Stray Cats
T181 Saxon 'Strong Arm of

the Law'
T182 Madness Baggy

Trousers
T183 More Specials
1184 Police Zenyatta
T185 Dire Straits

T186 Toyah
T187 Talking Heads
T188 B.S25
11 89 Fischer Z
Tt90 Joy Division
T191 Dead Kennedys
T192 Cockney Rejects
T193 X.T.C.

T194 Stiff Little Fingers

T195 Ultravox
T196 Teardrop Explodes

TRADE AND EXPORT
ENCUmiES
WELCOME

ORDER FORM: Dept (HQ12), Queenacre Ltd.,

15 The Mall, Southgate, London N14 6LR
(FREE CATALOGUE SENT WITH EVERY ORDER)
NAME (Print Clearly)

ADDRESS

Offers apply to
U.K. & Eire only

T-SHIRT (No's)

SWEATSHIRT (No's)

SIZES/COLOURS
ENCLOSE £ HQ12

45
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Remember to check locaHy before setting out in case of late alterations. Compiled by Bev Hillier.
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THURSDAY APRIL 16
Girlschool Derby Assembly Rooms
Dexys Midnight Runners Chelmsford
OcJeun
Spizzles Cromer West Runton Pavilion

FRIDAY APRIL 17
Leo Sayer Bournemouth Winter
Gardens
Matchbox London Wembley Arena
Dexy* Midnight Runners London
Dominion
Neil Sadake Edinburgh Playhouse

SATURDAY APRIL 18
Leo Sayer Bournemouth Winter
Gardens
Girlschool Middlesbrough Gaskins
Plus One
Neil Sedalta Aberdeen Capitol Theatre

(2 shows)
The Cure Aylesbury Friars

Spizzles Guildford Civic Hall

Level 42 Isle of Wight Jazz Funli

Festival

Oexyi Midnight Runners Brighton

Dome

SUNDAY APRIL 19
Lao Sayer Brighton Centre
Girlschool Newcastle City Hall

Dexys Midnight Runners Leeds Grand
Opera House

MONDAY APRIL 20
Leo Sayer Southend Cliffs Pavilion

Neil Sedaka Glasgow Apollo 12

shows)
The Cute Poole Arts Centre
Level 42 London Hammersmith Palais

TUESDAY APRIL 21
Girlschool Edinburgh Odeon

Stiff Little Fingers Belfast Ulster Hall

Spizzles Luridon Hammersmith Palais

The Cure Portsmouth Guildhall

Comsay Angels Sheffield Top Ranic

WEDNESDAY APRIL 22
Lao Sayer Oxford New Theatre
Girlschool Glasgow Apollo

Neil Sedaka Manchester Apollo
The Cure Brighton Top Ranit

THURSDAY APRIL 23
Leo Sayer Sheffield City Hall

Girlschool Preston Guildhall

Stiff Little Fingers Guildford Civic Hall

NeH Sedaka Birmingham Odeon
The Cure Oxford New Theatre

FRIDAY APRIL 24
Leo Seyer Bradford St. Georges Hall

EchoftTheBunnymen Nottingham
Rock City

Girlschool Manchester Free Trade Hall

Stiff Little Fingers Peterborough
Wirrina Stadium
NeH Sedaka Brighton The Centre

The Cure Swansea Brangwyn Hall

Fraeez Liverpool Royal Court

SATURDAY APRIL 25
Leo Sayer Coventry Theatre
Echo ft The Bunnymen Aylesbury
Friars

Girlschool Liverpool Royal Court

Stiff Little Fingers Leicester University

Neil Sedaka London Wembley
Conference Centre (2 shows)
Tiia Cure Taunton Odeon
The Undertones Glasgow Apollo
Freeei Redcar Coathem Bowl

SUNDAY APRIL 26
Leo Sayer Nottingham Theatre Royal
Gary Numan London Wembley Arena
Echo & The Bunnymen Liverpool

EiTipire

Stiff Little Fingers Southampton
Gaumont
The Cure Reading Hexagon
The Undertones Edinburgh Playhouse
Freeez Edinburgh Odeon

MONDAY APRIL 27
Gary Numan London Wembley Arena
Echo ft The Bunnymen Bristol Colston
Hall

Girlsclioal Birmingham Odeon
StHf Little Fingers Cardiff University

The Cure Canterbury Odeon
The Undertones Newcastle City Hall

Freeez Glasgow Pavilion

TUESDAY APRIL 28
Gary Numan London Wembley Arena
Echo ft The Bunnymen Sheffield City

Hall

Girlschool Leicester Oe Montfort Hall

Stiff Little Fingers Wolverhampton
Civic Hall

The Cure Ipswich Gaumont
The Undertones Middlesbrough Town
Hall

WEDNESDAY APRIL 29
Echo ft The Bunnymen Edinburgh
Odeon
Girlschool Sheffield Top Rank
Stiff Little Fingers Hanley Victoria Hall

Freeez Newcastle Meyfair
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BY THE CLASH ON CBS RECORDS
PIC: PENNIE SMITH

The magnificent seven

I

Ring, ring, it's seven a.m.

Move y'selfto go again

Cold water In the laci

Brings you back to this awful place

Knuckle merchants and your banker*

too

Must get up an' learn those rules

Weather man and the crazy chief

One says sun and one say* tiect

AM the FM the P.M. too

Churning out that boogaloo
Gets you up and it gets you out

But how long can you keep it
~

Gimme Honda gimme P
So cheap and real pho

Hong Kong dollar Indian cent*

English pounds and Eskimo pence

«. log

laloo ,

uout

It
-

lOi

cenle ,i

ence 1

You lot! What? Don't stopi (Give tt all

you gel)

You lot! What? Don't ilopi Veil

You lot! What? Don't stopI (Qiva it all

you got)

You lot! Whet? Don't stopI Veil

Working for a rise, better my station

Take my baby to sophisticalloe

Seen the ads, she thinks it's nice

Better work hard I seen the price

Never mind that it's time lor the bus
We got to work an you're one of us

Clocks go slow in a place of work
Minutes drag and the hours jerk

Yeah wave bye-bye

Wave b-b-b-bye to the boss

It's our profit it's his loss

But anyway the lunch bell ring

Take one hour do your thang

Cheesboiger

What do we have for entertainment?

Cops kickin' gypsies on the pavement
Now the news I snap to attenti~-

Lunar landing of the dent

an mobster shoots a lobster '

Sea-food restaurant gets out of hand
Car in the fridge

A fridge in the car

Like cowboys do in T.V. land.

You lot! What? Don't stop! Huh? (Give
" -"1 you got)

lot! What? Don't stop! Huh?
let! What? Don't stop (Give it all I

got) ;

lot! What? Don't stop!

So get back to work an' sweat some
more
The sun will sink an we'll get out the

door

It's no good for man to work in cages
Hit the town, he drinks his wages
You're frettin' you're sweatin' '

But did you notice you ain't gettin'?

You're frettin' you're sweatin'

But did you notice you're not gettin'

anywhere?
Don't you ever stop long enough to

tart

' let your car outta that gear

't you ever stop long enough to

your car outta that gear

Karlo Max, Friedrich Engels

Came to the checkout at the seve

eleven

Marx was skint but he had sensi

Engels lent him the necessary pence
What have we got? Yeh-0
What have we got? Yeh-0

What have we got? Magnificence, I

said

What have we got? ]

IN THE NEXT ULTRA-FAB ISSUE OF SMASH HITS

GARY NUMAN
IN COLOUR

PAUL WELLER (Part 2)

STIFF LITTLE FINGERS TAPES TO BE WON
25 STING BOOKS TO BE WON

Plus: Training Newts The Woodhouse Way

) A on sale Thursday 30 APRIL
NB: ONE OF THESE ITEMS WILL WOT" BE APPEARING

«*T'
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